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In . Defense 
of Leninist-United Front Tactics 

On t~e backward tum 
in the line of theintemational communist movement 

at the Seventh. Congress of the C .. '! in 1935 . 
This year marks the SOth anniversary of the 

Seventh Congress of the Communi~t International, 
which was held in July-August 1935. This Congress 
is probably the single most discussed congress. of 
the CI.. Later this year it will undoubtedly·be 
widely discussed by both Marxist-Leninists and 
revisionists. . \ . 

. The Seventh Congress is known mainly for its 
discussion 'of united front tactics. Since united 
front tactics are one of the: mbst basic methods of 
work of revolutionary communist parties, . Cit is 
natural that this question has receivedl wide atten-
tion. ./ , , _ . . 

the liberal bourgeoisie. These revisionists, along 
with the . Trotskyites and other opponents of Marxism
Leninism, . are liquidators, who are working to stamp 
out the class independence of the proletariat.' In 
this work, ,they have picked up the language of 
condemning revolutionary work as. "ultra-left", as a 
"denial of united front tactiCS", as a' failure to 
"utilize contradictions among the enemy", as work 
"in· favor of Reagan", 01" whatever their particular 
pet phrase is. In particular, the liquidators have 
taken to using unitedfr9nt rhetoric to justify 
their oppesition to the revolutionary class struggle 
and their subservience to the .liberal bourgeoisie. 

Unite4 Front Tactics -
A Basic Featm'e of Mar.dst:-LeoInist Tactlcs 

\ 

Hence it is important to st\ldy carefuUy the 
Leninist ~eachings on the united front and the expe
rience of the Communist International. We must 'de
fend the Leninist united front tactics against the 
liqUidators, who have stripped the heart and soul 

OmttnMld. 011. next page 

Today the issue of the united front comes up in 
discussion of the moSt immediate tasks facing class.,. 
conscious workers and revolutionary activists. A 
sharp debate has been in progress for some time. Is 
one following united front tactics when one works to 
unite the working m&sses against the capitalist 
parties, aga1nst both parties. of the capitalist 
offensive, the Democrats and the Republicans, or do 
united front tactics require working for the elec
tion of some . or m~t Democratic Party candidates? 
Do united front tactics put the class struggle in 
the fore, or do they amount to uniting with the" 
liberal Democratic Reagarutes against the con~rva- :==-====================================::;=========== 
tive Republican Reaganites? Should ,there be a united r' 

front with the Democratic Party,' the labor bureau
crats,' and the bourgeois liberals, or should united 
front tactics be used to build up 'the independ~nt 
movement of the working class?' . 
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from united front ,tactics until there is nothing 
left but a fashionable phrase which they use to 
cover up the, nakednesss of their betrayal to ',the 
side of the bourgeoisie. We inust examine closely 
the rich experience of the C.I. And ~uch a study 
must eventually come up with the issue of evalua
ting the views on the united front' given by the 
Seventh Congress. 

Our Party has made use of uT)ited front tactics 
right from the time of the birth of our first direct 
predecessor, the American Communist Workers Movement 
(M-L) , in 1969. Several years ago we began aspe
cial study of united front tactic~ in order to 
demonstrate, the hollowness of the liquidationist 
rhetoric and also in order to systematize the- theo
retical basis of the tactics our ,Party "uses, further 
develop the sense of revolutionary sweep and a broad 
perspective on the problems Of the class struggle, 
and furt:bE(r develop our ability to- apply our tactics 
to new problems and' new situations., Some of this 
study has been published in The Workers' Advocate in 
the series of articles under the overall, title 
"United front tactics are an essential tool of the 
proletarian party," which first appeared in Jan. 25, 
198~.! , 

Our study, as any careful study of the Leninist 
teachings on the united front would, soon revealed a 
contradiction concerning the Seventh Congress. The 
Seventh Congress is widely known as theCo~ess ~ 
that brought united front t.acticS to the world' ,com-
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munist movement. Indeed, Dimitrov himself, in his 

" weU':'known Report to the S~venth Congress, st~ 
that "Ours has been a ConEress of a new tactical 
orientation for the Communist International." And 
there can be no doubt that this "new tactical orien
tation" for world communism was regarded as, the wide 
arid effective use of united front tactics. 

The' contradiction is, however, that united -front 
tactics have always been a b~ic featUre of Marxist
Leninist tactics. Marx and Engels made effective 
use of the united front tactics in' their revolution
ary work, including their participation in the Ger-· 
man"democratic revolution of 1848-49 and the work to 
the build up' the ,First International. The Bolshevik 

, Party, also made extensive use of such tactics for 
many purposes, including uniting the workers of 
Russia behind the communist stand despite the re-
formist obstruction of the Mensheviks. ' 
- And the CI also took up the use of united front 
tactics long b"efore the $eventh Congress. The CI 
h~ld that,' in building' communist parties in each 
country and eliminating social-Clemocratic methods of 
work, it was essential to teach the parties how to 
win over the majority of the working masses to 
communism~ The issue of united front tactics came 
up ,in essence at the Second Congress of the CI in 
1920. And then it was the Third' Congress in 1921 

'that explicitly set forth, , the militant slogan of 
"Build up a united \prol~tarlan front" and that de
voted much of its time to thrashing out the basic 
principles underlying united front tactics, while 
the Fourth CQngress in 1922 carried this discussion , 
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further and lay further stress 01). the call to apply' 
united front tactips. It is at these Congresses of 
the GI, in 1921 and 1922, that various principles of 
Marxist-Leninist tactics are - formulated as united 
front tactics and are set as the line for .'. the world I' 
communist movement. 

After these Congresses" the CI cOntinued to de
vote continuous attention to the question of the 
united front. One of the focal poL'1ts of the Fifth 
Congress of the CI in 1924 was the fight against 
rightist interpretations of .united front tact~cs and 
of the slogan of "workers" government". Sharp de
bates took place on these questions. . .And the Sixth' 
Congress in 1928, which dealt witl\ a wide range of 
is.sues~ also took up a number of qu,esdons of impor
tance to united front tactics, ificluding' restresslng 
the necessity to lay emphasis on the· work among the 
rank':and-file workers as the heart of united front 
work; showing the necessity to fight against the 
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"left" 'social-democratic ideology; expll:li:1ing the 
nature of the partial demands that should lie put 
'forward; 'analyzing the role of the national-reform
ist currents in the national' liberati~m movement, 
and so forth. ' 

Thus. the ,CI· was deeply involved in united front 
,work, and was constantly discussing the issue of 
unIted front tactics' and adjusting its united front 

. work to ensure its' revolutionary effectiveness, for 
well over a decade prior ~o the Seventh Congress • 

. How then has the Seventh Congress' come to be 
known as the Congress that introduced united fro.nt 
tactics into' the international communist movement? 
How could the use of united front tactics 'be de~ 
scribed as a "neiN .~act1cal orientation" for world 
communis'l1?'Why doeS Dimitrov, who himself refers 
bade to some of ~previous decisions of the CIon 

. the united front, contrast the tactics of the 
Seventh ,Congress to the previous > tactics of the 

. ~. 
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communist parties? 

The Seventh .p»IJgJ:"ElSlr-
A Tum Away From Leninist United Front. Tactics 

In our view ~ the Seventh Congress of the CI 
actually did, just as Dimitrov said it did, intro
duce a new tactical orientation for world communism.' 
But this orientation consisted in large part of 
abandoning' the previous Leninist views on united 
front tactics arid replacing them. with' profoundly 
erroneous tactics, tactics that harmed the anti
fascist struggle and that helped' begin . an opportun .. 
ist corrosion inside the communist parties. It 
would still be the communist parties that were in· 
the forefront of the fight against fascism in the 
rest of the 1930s and in World War II and that shed 
their blood to defeat the fascist offensive. It 
)Vould still be a long time, before the. ,revisionist .' 
tragedy that destroyed the communist character of 
party after party; but the denigration of Leninist 
tactics .. at the .Sev:enth Congress and - afterwards 
would, in so far as various parties followed' it! 

. introduce harmful and even Iiquidationist practices 
into the communist movement. 

The Seventh Congress was faced with the task of 
orienting the world communist movement with respect 
to the new slttlations arising in the struggle 
against the world fascist offensive.' The revolu
tionary crisis that the CI had predicted had ar':' 
rived, but it was taking an unexpected form." It was 
more and more taking the form or' a big dish between 
ithe working masses and the forces of fascism, whiCh 
served - as the spearhead of the bourgeois drive to 
destroy social~m~' in the SoViet, Union and revolution 
around the world. The working class ~ovement faced 
grave dangers and needed to soberly discuss how to 
mobilize around it' every bit of revolutionary. energy 
of the working. masses. ' , 

The Seventh Congress had at· its disposal the 
results of over a decade of CI activity in forging. 
the communist par:-ties. The line of' the first six 
congresses of the CI, from its founding in 1919 to 
the Sixth Congress in 1928, was both consistent and 
Marxist-Leninist. This. was' also true of: "the Sixth 
CongreSs period" from 1928 to i934, until. a year or 
so before the Seventh Congress when the line began 
'to I change.' / 

At the same time, in the period following th.e 
Sixth Congress, certain rigid views on certain tac
tical questions had- appeared in the Executive Com
mittee of the CI. This was not a question of gross 
errors, but of the, approach to certain subtle tac
,tical issues that had come up in implementing a 
correct stand. As the· thirties wore on, some .of 
these tactical questioQS became more and llio~e pre$S
lng. One of the tasks of the Seventh Congress was 
to cOrrect these rigidites and ensure· that the com
munist tactics maintained the necessary flexibility. 

The Seventh Congress however failed in these 

tasks. It did not give a correct summation of the 
past experience of the communist movement. It threw 
aside the revolutionary orientation of the past as 
well as the emphasis on strengthening the communist 
parties. It did not correct the rigidites of the 
past period, but instead turned them on their head, 
drew rightist conclusions from them, and converted 

-<t{lem into major dogmas. 

'Qle Seventh Congress, the Great Mass Struggles 
. of the 193Os, and tile. VICtory·Over Fascism 

in World 'War U 

The great mass struggles of the latter 1930s and 
the defeat· of fascism in World War II have provided 
prestige and apparent validation to the new line of 

, the Seventh Congress. However, those who have tried 
to win mass support and to grow rapidly. by simply 
adopting the rightist· prescriptions of the Seventh 
Congress have failed I again and again. 

This is because the great mass struggles of the 
19308 arosec because .of the. deep economic.and politi-. 
cal. crises of the times, and because the communist 

· parties had been organized and strengther.ed by years 
of previous work as part of the . CI. The great mass 
struggles. were part of the great dash between revo
'lution and· counterrevolution of the times. They 
began well prior to the Seventh Congress and the new 
line~ A~ long as the world communist. movement 
recognized the central role of the struggle against 
fascism and had a certain minimum of flexibility in 

" its tactics, it was bound to find its' rightful place 
at the head of these struggles. 

These conditions for the mass mobilizations be
)lind tl}e communist . parties - namely the great class 

. clashes and the previous strengthening of the 'COlll
lllunist parties through prot'racted and persistent 
party-buildLng -- cannot be shortcut through adopt
iDg SOqIe rightist formulas. Indeed, a study of the 

· struggle of the latter 1930s and World War II re
:veals that various parties lost the fruits of their 
struggle because of the .flabbiness in their orienta
tion and organization created in large part by fol-

, lowing the 'new tactical orientation worked out at 
the Seventh Congress. 

Our Party has great respect for the heroism, 
dedication and self-sacrifice of the great army of 
communists who fought perseveringly against the 
world fascist offensive. ,The history of this period 
shows that it was the working masses, spearheaded by 
the communist parties, that were the bulwark against 
.fascism., . while th~ 'bourgeoisie was the class that 
spawned and sympathized with fascism, that in coun
try after country went over to fascism, that showed 
repeatedly that it preferred the worst fascist 
tyranny. to the' prospect of losing its sacred right 

· to exploitation and plunder. It w~s the inter-~ 
national working class movem'ent, the liberation 
struggle of the oppressed nations and the deep sac
rifices by tJ1e Soviet, ~ple that defeated fascism. 

-or:" 

. , 



The histc>ry of the anti-fascist struggle shows that 
it is communism that can organize, mobilize and 
inspire the working class and unleash its revolu
tionary power, while reforlll,ism and opportunism, 
whether of the social-democratic brand or otherwise, 
is 'impotent and bankrupt before the great tasks of 
struggle. ' 

But the successes of this period must not blind 
us 'to the setbacks that also occurred, nor must they 
prevent a sober assessment of the tactfcs and 
methods used at the time. The Seventh Congress was 
right to point to the central role of the, world 
fascist offensive in' world politics. In ,so far as 
it actually otiented the world's communists to this 
,~ruggle, it was correct.' But the 7th Congress did 
not just readjust communist tactics to the current 
world situation. It ushered in new orientaqons that 
denigrated' the Leninis't principles on one front 
after the other. These orientations were harmful 
then, were ,harmful subsequently, helped undermine 
the communi.st movement ang leave it prey to subver
sion by revisionism, and are harmful today. 

Introducing the Study of the ~ CQngress 

What were the basic features of the new tactical 
orientation? Here we will simply present in outline 
form some of the conclusions we' have come to about 
the new united front tactics of the Seventh Con
gress. This will be ~imply an intr9duction to the 
extensive materials that, starting with, this issue 
of The Workers' Advocate Supplement, we will be 
publishing on the Seventh Congress, analyzing in 
detail the views it set forth and the actions ,taken 
to implement them. , 

The study of the Seventh Congress requires care 
as the reports at this Congress, such as Dimitrov's 
speech whiCh - was' l:.t'1e main document promoted after 
the Congress and the main document still 'read from 
this Congress, ,are deceptive and demagogical. They 
interweave' the 'new recommendations \ with disclaj,mers 
to the effect that the old views are being main
tained. It is possible, to quote all sorts of iso
lated statements from Dimitrov's speech that are 

~ basically right ~d that have nothing to do with the 
actual new tactics that Dlmitrov was advocating., 
Thus it is -particularly necessary ~o examine Dimi
trov's speech and the the other documents of the 
Seventh Congress as a whole and, especially, to 

-' compare them with the actual practice of the times 
in order to see what is window-dressing and what was 
meant seriously. 

, United. -Front Tactics -
Befme and Mter the Seventh Congress I 

Now we will proceed to list a few, of the major
changes in the way united front tactics were imple
mented before and after the Seventh Cogress. Our ' 
aim in doing this is to help guide thli study of this 
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Congress and focus attention on the basic' issues at 
stake. A presentation of many of the basis Leninist 
ideas behind the former, united front tactics of the 
CI may be found in the articles "oTo the Masses!'
The Call of the Third Co_ogress of the CI", "The 
Third Congress of the CIon the Relationship of the 
Party and the Masses", "The Third Congress' of the 'CI 

, on the' Reformist Parties as Diehard Defenders' of 
Capitalism", and 'The Third World Congress of the CI 
Opposed Rightist Interpretations of United ,Front 
Tactics" in the issues of The Workers' AdVocate for 
March' 1, 1983, July 1, 1983, Atigust 15~ 1983, and 
December 15, 1983. 

** Abandoning the Leninist Stand of 
, Wbmfng the Masses fa' Commtmfsm 

Winning the masses for com'munism was the very 
hear~ of united front tactics as set for,th by the 
Third and Fourth Congresses of the cr. These united 
front' tactics did not consist in having illusions in 
reformism and social-democracy,' ,but in finding wa~s 
to bring the working masses into motion despite and 
agaipst the ,obstruction of the reformists and 
social-democrats. United front tactics' were aimed 
at bringing t!1e masses into struggle; and it was 
held that 'the sharper the class struggle, the more 
"the masses could be won over to communism. This did 
not mean that united front proposals were to be 
formulated with special provisions designed solely 
to ensure rejection by the opportunist leaders, as 
the liquidators claim when they ridicule the 
Marxist-Leninist conception of the united front, but 
that these proposals-- must provide for real action 
ag~inst the class enemy, not empty phrases. And the 
CI; warned against the rightist, use of' phrase monger
ing about the united front to hide liquidationist 
views .and illusions about opportunism. 

. The Seventh Congress .fought hard against this 
stand. Dimitrov argued in essence that united -front 
tactics mean abandoning the revolutionary standpOint 
a~ something that could be postponed for the un
sp'ecified future. The . idea was that militant work
ers are revolutionaries- and communists for the dis
tant future, but something else when dealing with 
tije politics of the day. Th.e whole spirit of Lenin
ist united front tactics, that only communism could 
provide the basis for a fighting unity of the work
ing class, was thrown aside as allegedly sectar
ianism, . dogmatism, and the empty repetition of com
munist platitudes. This affected the views of the 
Seventh Congress on many different fronts, including 
the attitude to social-democracy, ,the methods to 00 
used in the' fight against fascism, and the stand 
towards party-building. 

** DefInIDg Sodal-Democracy and ~ormJsm ' 
as Progresslye Forces 

Previously the united front tactics of the com-
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munist parties were based on the profound conviction 
of the treachery of social-democracy and' reformism. 
The very origin of the Communist International was 
in the struggle against the treachery- of the social'
democractic Second International, which had betrayed 
the workers in World War I by going ov~r to ·,the ~ide 
of 'the, bourgeoisie. The soeial-democrats had urged 
the workers to side with their own national bour
geoisie in massacring the working masses of other" 
countries, and by this Class collaboration with the 
capitalists and reactiqnaries, the social-democrats 
had split the working class., The CI came up to 
rally the working class for the class struggle" to' 
break the worldng class free of the class collabora
tion policy of the social~democrats and reformists, 
and to unify the workirlg class through this revolu
tionary struggle against the bourgeoisie. ' 

The condemnation of' social-democracy by the" CI 
did not mean that it judged parties solely by their 
naine or refused to deal with groups of social-

, denlocratic workers m0ving to! the left. On, the con
trary,' most of the original sections" of the CI, were 
left-wings of the social-democratic party of the 
countries concerned, and it was the task of the CI' 
to convert them into genuine com munist parties. And 
it was precisely during this period of relentless 
struggle against social-democracy that the CI guided 
the Communist Party of Germany in its successful' 

", "winning over and merger with the bulk of the' Inde
pendent Social-Democratic Party of Germany (the 
Independents being originally a centrist split from 
'the reformist Social-Democratic Party of' Germany, 
with the Independents who refused to merge with the 
communists reforming their centrist' party and tl;len 
Il)erging back with the reformists). However, the CI 
judged that the movement to the left of the social- . 
democratic ,workers consisted in their abandoning 
social-demoeracy for class struggle, even if, various 
groups of these left-leaning masses still bore the 
term "social-democratic" in the!r name in the 
initial stages. 

The Seventh Congress, on the other hand, clalmed 
that social-democracy had become progressive In the 
cqnditions of the 1930s. According to the Seventh 
Congress, the only hope for the working ,cl,ass to 
fight againsf fascism consisted' in ensuring that the 
social~emocratic parties' and leaders gave,', up their 
class collaboration and took, up struggle. Dbnitrov 
and the Seventh Congress, flying in, the face of, the 
actual experience of the 1930s and of the struggle 
against fascism' in various countries, theorized that 
the growing danger of fascism turned social-democnl
cy into a pro-working class, progressive force. 

'They closed their eyes to the experience of :social
democracy and reformism serving the bourgeoisie 
heart and soul, the, ongoing sabotage by the social
democrats and reformists of th~ struggle, ~gainst 
fascism, and the' many cases when' they 'even sought to 
reach accommodation with' the fascist :novements and 
regimes; and they· claimed that social-democracy was 

no'longer a bulwark of the bourgeoisie. Instead 
they theorized that since the fascists attack the 
social-democrats, thesocial-democrats must now be 
progressive' and willing to fight, that since the 

'economic crisis hits the. workers hard, the aristoc
racy of labor must be turning to class struggle so 
that it could hardly still be said to exist as an 
"aristocracy' of labor", etc. etc. 

The "new tactical orientation" of the Seventh . 
Congress was fully based on this ~ew that the whole 
fate of the class struggle depended on whether 
social-democracy would ~urn to a policy of militant 
class, struggle. It saw the crisis facing the' 
social-democratic parties, with more and more ran.lc
al1Q-file workers in the social-democratic groups, 
disgusted' at the treachery of their parties, longing 
to throw themselves into the struggle against the 

'fascist offensive, and interested in unity with the 
communists. But it surrendered any prospect that 
this mass movement would upset the social-democratic 
applecart and unite the working class behind class 
struggle~ and instead claimed that this motion of 
the social-democratic rank-and-file meant that the 
social-democratic parties as <a whole and all over 
the world were 'now progressive. 

-- AbandonIng the Em]ilasis 00 MobIllzatloo. of the 
Rank ,and f1le and Instead' S'lilonH!la~ 

Eva:ytbiJ« to the UnIted' Front From Abave 
~ 

Previously tne Communist International centered 
its tactics on the mobilization of the rank-and
file. United, front agreements and appeals "from 
above" , to the social-democratic parties and leaders 
or even to the Second International itself, were not' 
ruled out. On the contrary, such appeals "from 
above" were essential, at the appropriate times, to 
be able to, approach the masses at the base of the 
reformist parties. But they were to be used for the 
purpose 'of strengthening the work at the base. 

The entire content of Leninist united front tac
tics' hinged on consideration of the mood of the 
workers at the base, at finding the ways to get in 
touch with them and bring them into struggle. And 
whatever agreements from above wer~ obtained were 
~arded as useless if the communist parties did not 
make immediate use of them to step up their contact 
with the workerS at the base. to find ways to draw 
these workers into the mass struggle and to find 
methods of moving them closer to the standpoint .. of 
building revolutionary organization. It was firmly 
understood that even if the social-democratic and 
reformist leaders, agreed to take certain actions, 
that in most cases-they would undertake little 
action in practice, would seek to find ways to block 
their members from coming over to, communism, and 
would back out of the agreements as soon as they 
felt they had cooled off the rank-and-file workers. 
(Naturally,. individual leaders might abandon social
democracy and particular social-democratic groups 



might move left and break free of social-democracy.) 
Ai: the Seventh Congress, ,the emphasis changed to 

obtaining agreements from above with the social-, 
democratic party leaderships. 1n fact, it was 
essentially denied that a' party was using united 
front tactics unless it had an all-encompassing 
agreement with the soeial-democratiC party leader
ships and reformist trade union bureaucrats, or else 
was in the process of subordinating everything to 
the negotiations to obtain such agreements. Instead 
of judging ,proposed agreements with the social-demo
crats on the basis of whether they in fact helped to 
bring the workers 'into sharper struggle against the 
bourgeoisie, the methods of struggle were to be 
subordinated, to what was accE(ptable to the Social
democrats. This introduced a tremendous pressure 
for one concession after another to th~ social
democrats, since these concessions were the only 
method the Seventh Congress had found to obtain 
agreements from the social-de'nocratic parties.' Much 
of the Seventh Congress is devoted to Justifying 
such concessIons to the social-democrats (and 
liberals) and putting a good face on them. ' 

Such united front agreemel1:ts frorn above were alsO 
regarded as something that could be durable and 
permanent. And the thought was cpmpletely abandoned ' 
that social-demOcratic, workers or groups 'that moved 
left and - took, up struggle w~re in ,an Unstable posi
tion, a position that' must either lead' them' further 
to revolutionary stands and a break with soc~al
democracy or must degenerate back into social-demo
cratic sloth and collaboration with the bourgeoisie. 

Of course, the Seventh Congres did 'not giye 11P 
phrases about mobiIiijng the masses, 'and the new 

, united 'front tactics were' justified as providing the 
biggest ever mobilization of the rank-and-file. On 
the surfaCe, the examples of ,large mass actions ,pf 
the 1930s might appear to justify this stand. 

But in fact the new views of the Seventh Congress 
placed the entire attention on accommodation with 
the .social-democratic (and liberal) leaders. Any 
study of ,the actual mass actions of the time soon 
reveals that, in so far as the new tactics were 
applied, the mobilization of the rank-and-file was 
subordinated to the need to reach agreements with 
the reformists (and the liberals). "The demands of 
the mass actions were subordinated to' thls end, the 
number' and meth6cIs of the demonstrations were sUb
ordinated, and oftep the mSiSS mobilizations were 
centered simply on ,electoral blocs. Even the exist
ence of communist agitation and organization at the 
base was sacrificed to agreement with the, social
democrats (and liberals), as can be seen in the 
elimination of communist trade union fractions and 
the substitution of liberal agitation for communist 
agitation. 

, 
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** AbmxbJing the StarvIpoInt of.' Struggle on the 
Immediate Issues, In Favor of ' 

HJghfIown. Empty Words about the Immediate JS1I'ues 

Previously united front tactics were designed to 
rally the workers around the bur:1ing,, immediate 
issues of the class struggle. The united front 

,appeals were to rally the workers around struggle 
against, the bourgeoisie. The CI held that the con
flict between communism and reformism was not just 
or mainly over the fomi of the future insurrection, 
but was an all-sided struggle on all the questions 
of the immediate struggle. 'It held that the main 
issue was that the reforl'nists and social-democracts 
pursued a policy of class-collaboration and treach
ery on all fronts of the class struggle, while the 
communists pursued the policy of class 'struggle: 

The Seventh Congress changed this stand. It 
held that by 'shelving the revolution, the communists 
could come to terms with' the' social-democrats and 
reformists, who allegedly did fight on the immediate 

,issue., Dirnitrovand the Seventh Congress swore' up 
(and down about tr~e immediate issues of the struggle, 

but thi$ was for the sake of justifying such stands 
as' abandoning the revolutionary standpoint and down
playing, socialist, agitation as aUegedly necessary 
to eany' forward the immediate struggle. ' 

.In So fa'!" as the immediate struggle is' divorced 
> from revolutionary work and subordinated to' what is 
acceptal>le to the social-democratic reformists,it 
turns into an empty shell, into words about struggle 
rather than ,struggle, into fine p~rases to" create 
the, illipresSion that Something is being done, while 
politiCs as' usual rules the roost. 

For' example, the Seventh, Congress raised' the need. 
to purge fascists fro:n the French Army, and then 
identified this task ,with the talk of liberal' par
liameritarians about the ,alleged loyalty of the 
French Army to democracy. It analyzed the coming 
WOrld war, and replaced the tasks of anti-war strug
gle With pacifist agitation and "peace" as the ceo": 
tral ~logan. ~ It substituted' high-soundi~g 'joint' 
declp.ratioQs to actual mass struggle. It showed a 
strong ·tendency to lay stress on parijamentarianism 
and 'referendums, even, useleS.'3 pacifist referendums 
on whether the masses wanted, peace in general. And 
it ushered in the practice of advocating that 'the 
mass struggle shOUld be held' in check in order .to 
preserve the alliances necessary to fight ;fascism, 

, ratherthari. intensified to provide a real struggle 
against fascism. 

** Whitewashing the BoorgeoIs LfberaJs 
, . , 

Previously united .front tactics were d~igned to 
accentuate the class confrontation between the work
ing class and the bourgeoisie. It was an appeal to 
thedass solidarity of' the working class. Without 
neglecting the differences between the bourgeois 
liberals aJ)d the bourgeois reaction, ,the, communist 
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parties sought to rally the workers as an independ
ent force, separate from and opposed to all bour.:.. 
geois parties. And the communist parties sought to 
rally tne rest of -the working masses around the 
working class through winning them over from the 
influence of the bourgeoisie. Thus the communist, 
parties exposed the treachery of the- bourgeois lib
erals, their participation and even leadership of 
the bourgeois campaigns against the working masses, 
and their role in facilitating the rise of reaction. 

The Seventh Congress however held that the bour
geois liberals, as well as the social-democtats, 
were to be whitewashed as anti-fascist fighters. 
The parties of the liber~Lbourgeoisie were mis
represented as peasant or urban petty-bourgeois 
parties; and just as the proletarian united front 
was regarded by the Seventh Congress as essentially 
identical with accomodatioQ withsocial-democracy, 
the term "popular front",' or ,alliance of the working 
masses, was misused as a euphemism for alliance with 
the liber.al bourgeoi~i.e. Thus Dimitrov's stress on \ 
the need, for the popular front was actually an 
appeal for the need for unity with the bourgeois 
liberals at all costs. I 

This view of the liberals went totally against 
the experience of the 1920's and 1930's concerning 
the role of the liberal bourgeoisie in the rise of 
fascism. And to pursue the liberals required that 
the class, struggle be downplayed, various demands of 
the working class and peasantry be laid aSide, the 
militant mass stru~gle be calmed, and so forth. 

-- Llquldatioo1st Teodeoc:les '00 the QuestIon_ 
of Party-Building 

Previously, the CI gave tremendous attention to 
the task of party-building. And it advocated, that 
the strengthening of the communist party was essen
tial for successful united front tactics. The party 
had to be parties of action, active in the political 
and economic struggles of the worJdng class. The 
organiz,ation$ of the party, from the top to the 
bottom, had to be extrememly sensitive to the mood 
of the masses and clear and resolute on the orienta
tion to be given to the mass struggle in order to 
utilize' united front appeals correctly ~ 

The CI held that the correct use of united' front 
tactics required that ttte, communist parties organize 
themslves as proletarian revolutionary par~ies of 
the new type; they had to eliminate the social
democratic methods of organization carried over from 
former days. The social-democratic style of party 
organization had a passive mass at the bottom di
,rected by a bureaucratic· and detached center. Ef
fective central organs had to be built up, capable 
of providing firm centralist leadership in -, close 
connection with the working masses and all the party 
organizations. Inner-party democracytJ;1at aroused 
the initiative of all party members had to be devel
oped; this combining of centralism and democracy in 

demobratic centralism could not be obtained by mere 
formal centralism or formal democracy •. The commun
ist organizations at the base had to be active among 
the masses, and each communist had to take full part 

. in revolutionary work, in order to - make the words 
about mobilizing the rank':and-file workers under 
social-democratic influence into a reality, rather 
than simply nice-sounding rhetoric. And the party 
had to intervene in all major political and economic 
issues, and not adopt the social-democratic manner 
of surrendering the economic issues to the trade 
union bureuacrats and the polit,ical issues to' the 

, parliamentary group. 
The Seventh Congress, on the contrary, downplayed 

the role of communist party-building in the name of 
the fight against sectarianism. The spirit of Dimi
trov's remarks on party-building is to reduce all 
problems simply to the existence of' sectarianism. 

, Connected to its denigration of party-building, 
was the Seventh -Congress' liquidationist willingness 
to sell off the communist organization and political 
stand piece by piece in order to satisfy the social
democrats and reformists. The most open example of 
this is Dimitrov's annoilncement that the communists 
will agree" to renounce communist party fractions in 
the trade unions in the name of unity with the 
social-democrats. ,These fractions were crucial for 
ensuring the ability of the party -to deal with the 
economic .issue and' to ensure contact with the, masses ' 
of rank-and-file workers in the trade unions. Yet 
the Seventh Congress casually tossed them aside, 
made no suggestions _ for anything to take their 
place, and in fact agreed in principle to the hypo
critical reformi~t demand that party politics be 
kept out of the trade unions •. 

In fact, the Seventh Congress linked its new 
tactics on the question of the united front with the 

'Uquidationis.t plan ,of merging the coml)1unist parties 
and social-democratic parties in all countries 
around the world, and it held that this could be 

'f accomplished very soon. It also began the process of 
dismantling the CI apparatus. We will deal with 
both these points separately a little further on. 

A Tmn in the General Line of the 
Intematlonal CommunIst: Ma¥ement 

These views of the Seventh Congress on the united 
front did not affect just one front of work of the 
communist movement. Instead they were inseparably 
connected with changes in one front after another of 
the work of the parties; they affected communist 
agitation, the method of approach to political 
events, the methods of organization, and the general 
perspective. Indeed, in order to implement the new 
tactics, which required comprehensive agreements 
from aJ:>ove with the social-democrats and liberals at 
all costs, such changes were unavoidable. We have 
already outlined some of these' changes in passing in 
describing the Seventh Congress' views' on the united 

I 
( 



front itself, and now w'e will lisi: some additional 
areas in which changes were made. 

.... Abaucbdug the ~evoIutIooary Struggle fer tOO 
LIberation of .the Colonies . 

PreviouSly th~ CI ha'd laid great stress on mobi-. 
lizlng' the workers of . the advanced capitalist coun
tries in support of the liberation movement in the 
colonies. Indeed, the famous 2'1 Terms of Admission 
to the CI, passed by the Second Congress, included a 
term devoted entirely. to this point. Point #8 
stated that "Parties in countries whose bourgeoisie 
possess colonies and oppress other nations must 
pursue a most well-defined and clear-cut policy in 

· respect of colonies and oppressed nations. Any 
party wishing to join the Third IJ;lternational must 
ruthlessly expose the colonial machinations of the 

· imperialists of its °own' country, . must support -
in deed, not merely in word - every colonial liber
ation movement, demand the expulsion of its com
patriot imperialists from the colonies, inculcate in 
the hearts of the workers of its own country an 
attitude of true brotherhood with the working popu
lationof the colonies and the oppressed nations, 
and conduct systematic agitation among the armed 
forces against all oppression of t}~~ colonial 
peoples." Through this and other means, the CI 
linked the world working class movement with the 
revolutionary movement in the colonies into a single 
revolutionary front. . . 

The Seventh Congress downplayed. this stand.· It 
is notable that· Dimitrov, in giving conditions for 
forming united parties. o( the proletariat, leaves 
out opposition to the colonial. policy of "one's oym" 
bourgeoisie. It is notable that after the Seventh 
Congress various European parties downplayed this 
question. For example, . the French Communist Party, 
taken as . a model at the Seventh Congress, in prac
tice replaces support for the revolutionary mov~
ment in the French colonies, such as Vietn'am 'and 
those in Africa, with the' advocacy of mild reforms. 
The Spanish CP 'similarly puts on the shelf support 
for the self-<ietermination of Sparush. Morocco. Yet 
Morocco was a tremendous issue in Spain due both to 
the tremendous exertions the Spanish bourgeoisie had 
just made in brutally suppressing the Moroccan 
people and to the neea to agitate among the Moroccan 
.soldiers who had been forced into Franco's fascist 

· army •. 
But there was no way that vigorous supp<:>rt for 

the struggle . of the oppressed people in the colonies 
could be carried out without upsetting the applecart 
of agreements. with the social-democrats and lib
erals. Self-determination for the colonies was 
being sacrificed on the altar of the united front 
from above with the social-democrats and liberal 
bourgeois •. 

Meanwhile, with· respect to work in the colonies 
themselves, the Seventh Congress applied its views 
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on the united front to mean reconciliation with the 
natio~al-reformist forces. Previously the ci had 
held that the national-reformist movement was an 
opportunist movement, . subject. to great vacillatio~ 
as. it balanced between imperialism and revolution. 
But the Seventh' Congress gave no tasks for communism 
with respect to national-reformism other . than sup
port for this movement and. integration into its 
activities. For exampl~, in 'India, after the 
Seventh Congress, the i20mmunist Party dropped its 
struggle against the treachery of the Indian Na
tional Congress and enthusiastically supported it. 

.... Replacing the I.adnIst <kIe.lalion (or the 
Anti-War Struggle With PacIfist AgItation 

Previously the CI linked the struggle against 
imperialist war with the buildiilg, of the revolution
ary movement. It' showed that only revolutionary' 
struggle' against the bourgeoisie, not the pious 
reiteratio"n by I the bourgeois liberals and pacifists 
of their love for peace and harmony among nations, 
was of value in the struggle against war. 

The Seventh Congress reversed this starid. It 
divorced agitation on the questions of war and peace 
frOill the issue of revolution; instead it. enthroned 
simply "peace" as' the main slogan in' the. fight 
against imperialist war. AlthoUgh' the Seventh Con
gress knew that World War II was coming and even 
discussed the outlines of the coming war, it recom-. 
mended agitatiqn on peace in general and put forward 
the perspective that suGh agitation could avert the 
cOming world war. I,t waxed enthusiastic about the 
eleven million people in Britain wl;w voted for the 
"peace ballot" organized by an organization called 
The Frie:nds of the League, of Nations, and put this 

I for:ward as a model of anti-war work, despite the' 
fact that this ballot did not deal with the causes 
of war, did 'not say who was responsible for the 
current war threats, . was based on illusions in the. 
League of nations, did not mobilize anyone to rise 
in any form of struggle against' the imperialists, 
and only signified that the people longed for peace. 

CreatIng IIlusIms in the 80mge0ia-Democratlc 
Imperialist. Power:s 

The Seventh Congress correctly noted the' special 
role of fascist Gennany and Japan in the drive for 
the coming war i and that the bourgeois states might 
divide among tli.emselv~. and that the revolutionary 
forces might utilize this. But instead of a sober 
discussion of what this entailed, the Seventh Con
gress created illusions ·in the bourgeois-democratic 
imperialist powers. It whitewashed such powerS as 
interested, for the time being; in the preservation 
of peace, although this was neither the general aim 
of the policy of the bourgeois-democratic imperial:
ist powers nor th~ particular aim, which was to use 
the fascist states as a tool to smash the revolu-
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tionary movernent. . It denounced the very thought 
thaf mutual security pacts of the Soviet Union with 
the bourgeois-democratlc imperialist powers GOuld be 
regarded as a compromise forced by circumstances,and 
instead' glorified them il} exalted terms, and dis
played tremendous· naivety over their effects. (And 
this despite the fact that Seventh Congress had to 
deal . with the' fact that the French imperialists had 
extracted from the Soviet Union, as part of the 
price for the mutual' secu:r;ity pact, a· statement in 
the joint communique that "In this connection Mr. 
Stalin understands and fully approve~the natronal. 
defence policy carried .out by France in order to 
maintain its armed forces a,t a level that will 
eusure its security.") 

The iIIusionsin the bourgeois-democratic impe
riall,st powers' wascontIected to the pacifist agita
tion. For example, there was the rhetoric about 
certain powers bein'g lnterested in peace. And there 
was the search of Soviet diplomacy for a joint 
definition with various countries of what aggression 
in the abstract. was. The pacifist agitation . was in 
fact connected to not justutUizing diplomacy, but 
.centering the attention of the cotnmuilist movement on 
diplomacy among the great powers. . 

At tlhe end· of. World War IT, illusions in American 
and ,Brit1sh imperialism had the tragic effect of 
undermining the struggle in a number of countries 
where tne communist .party or Fhe resistance movement 
lacked vigilance with respect to, or even welcomed, 
Allied armies and then found that these armies turn
ed on them and insta,lled· reactionary, pro-Western 
regimes. These parties and resistance movements 
then were faced with either capitulating altogether 
or fighting in far more unfavorable conditions than 
If they had been properly vigilant· at the start. 
These tragic illusions were related to the line 
propagated by the Seventh Congress, which conf~ . 
utilization of contradictions among the imperialist 
powers with whitewashing the motives of one section 
of· these powers. 

Previously the CI put the class struggle· in the 
fore. The Seventh Congress downplayed the class 
struggle in its advice for agitation and propaganda. 
For example, in dealIng with fascist demagogy,. the 
Seventh Congress laid great stress on' the communists 
themselves raising nationalist themes and pandering 
to petty-bourgeois prejudices. It is notable that 
it avoided the issue of socialism to the point that· 
it had little to say about the Nazi demagogy that 
theirreactionmy regime, drenched with the blood of 
the class-conscIous workers, was "sOcialist". 

. It was also notable that DimitroY failed to deal 
with the anti-oomitism of the fascists. At the Sev
enth Congress, only the German communfst Florin 
raised the issue of: the struggle against anti-semi
tism, when he briefly refers to the I struggle· of the 

German cbmmunists against anti-Jewish pogroms (ac
cording to the Abridged Stenographic Report of Pr0-
ceedings . that was published in Moscow in 1939). 
Part of the reason that the Seventh Congress avoided 
this. issue. may be that effectively I fighting antl
semi tism required' raising 'class issues, not the 
general love of humanity-and brotherhood: anti
.semitlsm in Europe was beirig' used by the bourgeoisie 
'to. deflect the anger of the masses at capitalist 
exploitation away from tb,e capitalist exploiters to 
.the Jewish people, for which reason anti~semitism 
was sometim~ called "the socialism of fools". 

Part of the hiding .of the class struggle was the 
glorification of democracy in general.. The commun
ist cri.ticism Of bourgeois democracy as the veiled 

.. rule of the beurgeoisie is set aside as something 
for the future. This is alleged, to be requIred by 
the struggle against fascist takeover and for' dema-' 
cratic rights, althougq. the communists had for years 
fought against reaction and fascism while maintain- I 

ing their criticism ." of bourgeois democracy. 

... A'LkJ.uldatfoolst Pet:specttre of WcrIdwIcIe Meqer 
. with Sodal-Democracy 

Previou~ly the CI held that the unIty of the 
proletariat would be reestablished on the basis of 

\ communism, on the basis of the revolutionary class 
struggle of the proletariat. This, indeed, was the. 
reason why the CI had been founded. 

The Seventh Congress, on the contrary, held that 
the time had ripened for an immediate end to the 

. split betweel1 communism and social-democracy. It 
called for direct mergers between the communist and I 
social-democratic parties. The new. parties to be 
formed . were described in terms quite differen~ from 
that formerly used for the communist parties. And 
this process. was to take place. in every country and 
rather soon~ The speed with which this, was to 
happen can be imagined by the fact that Dimitrov 
feels compelled to warn. the communists that, some 
social-democratic parties may yet exist as independ
ent parties for awhile. 

Previously' the CI had merged' ,different groups 
that had taken up the class struggle and support. for 
communism into the communist parties. The new 
united parties were. to carry out revolutionary 
struggle and the organizational methods of Marxism
Leninsm just as the other communist parties did. 
This merger was inseparable from a diffj.cult and. 
protracted struggle against the survival of socIal
democratic ideas and traditions of' organlzatlofl. 
among new' communists from social-democratic back-, \ 

grounds. . 
The Seventh Congress, however, put forth the plan 

of forming united parties on some sort of program 
that smoothed out the differences between communism 
and social-democracy. It abandoned the struggle 
against socia~-democratic traditions and ridiculed 

. as sectarianism any worries about ho.w to handle the 



influx of newly-radicalized former social-democr;3,tic 
workers into the communist parties. It opposed the 
creation of new splits in the' sociabdemocratic 
parties since. it . was so firmly convinced of the 
imminent merger of communism with the entire social
democratic parties, rank-and-file II and leadership 
included. . 

The Seventh CI also denounced the iclea of sepa
rating the social-democracy workers from the reform
ist leaders as' overestimating the revolutionization 
of the masses. Yet it held to a fantasy aBout the 
revolutionization of the social-democratic parties 
as a whole and. held that world sOcial-demoyracy as a 
whole was ripe for merger with communism. 

This was nothing but a ·liquidationist concept. 
In the crisis of the 1930's, many former social
democratic workers were becoming radicaFzed and 
going over to communism. This was particularly. 
happening as the social-democratic parties and their 
traditional' leadership were proving bankrupt in the 
face ()f the sharpening clash between the working 
class . and the bciurgeoisie. This undoubtedly created 
conditions for certain groups of social-derIlOCrats, . 
as well as individuals, breaking free of the reform-· 
ist leaders and ·goIng over to communism and called 
every effort to find ways to to facilitate' this. 
But . the plan laid down by the Seventh Co~ess con
sisted of unity through eliminating the work to 
build proletarian parties of the new, ,LeniIiist type, 
through keeping the socIal-democratic parties 

. together as one piece, and through uniting . with 

. &>Cial-gemocracy as a whole. 
I 

.... Bt8 ..... ug the I.fquIdatIoo of the a ApparalU$ 

The process of dissolving the CI ·began at the 
Seventh Cfi>ngress. . , 

The Seventh Congress presented this as simply' an 
adjustment in the methods of work of the CI and the 
elimination of some bothersome overcentralization. 
It is quite !likely that the CI apparatus did require 
an adjustment in its methods of work and organiza
tion, an adjustment based on summing tip its suc
cesses and its setbacks. But this is not what. the 
Seventh . Congress did. Instead, following the . Sev
enth Congress there was a gradual process of dis
mantling of the CI. The CI apparatus had not been 
restricted to justdeaIing with a handf1l1 of lead
erS; but. through congresses" journals and wide dis
cussiotl$ it had worked to. mobilize' the whole mass of 
communists, from ther:ank-and-fIle militant·· to the 
Central Committee member.' 'This was increasingly· 
replaCed with behind-the-Scenes maneUvering. 

The' journals of the CI were gradually published , 
less and less, and their contents changed. As well, 
there were no more congresses nor . plenary meetings 
of the Executive Committee of the CI. By 1943, wheQ 

, the CI w~ officially. dissolved, there was hardly 
much left of it all, and there was no consideration 
given t? .,replacing' it with another form of world 
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cOmmunist orgai1izati~n.(The Communist" Information 
.' Bureau, or' Cominform, was established four years 
later in 1947 but only embra.ced a small handful of 
parties.) 

lbe Experience of the And-Fasdst Strugle 
Refutes the VIews, of the Se,&:dh Qqpess 

The "new' tactical ori~nta~ion" of the Seventh 
Congress was put forwar~ as the way to fight fas
cism, . but the experience of the struggle in the 
latter 1930's and In World War IT refuted its theses 
and' confirmed· the revolutionary stand of Marxism:'" 
Leninism. 

,The cen~ral view of the Seventh Congress was. that 
social-democracy had become progressive. It held 
that the working masses could force the social
democrats to become militant participants in the 
anti-fascist united {ront and that the soc1al-demo-

. cratic parties were ripe to merge with the communist 
parties. 

... The • Liquldationlst PIan fer 
Merger- with SocfaI-Demcxncy 

,Proved to Be. An Utter Fantasy 

. The worldwide merger of social-democracy and 
communism proved to be an opportunIst fantasy. The 
majority of social-democratic leaders and parties 

. continued their diehard struggle against communism. 
Faced with. the intense desire of rank~and-file 
social-democrats for an end to' class collaboration 
and fot unity with ~mmunlsm, the social-dem6ciatic 
leaders simply marked time and . waited, for a suitable 
preteXit to go dn tl1e offensive against commurusm, 
which they found in the Moscow trials of 1937 and 
1938 against the degenerate Trotskyite and Bukhari-

. nite leaders. . . 
There were some mergers with social.-democratic 

parties or groups, and with certain socIal-democra
tic youth leagues, but these socIal-demoerats were 
going again~t· the international line. of social
democracy in so doing. And these examples were 
never summ,ed up internationally to see how they' came 
about and ,wbat the results of the mergers were. 

It should be stressed that during thIs period of. 
the anti-fascist struggle social-democracy and l1b-' 
eralism were indeed in crisis, and the working 
masses under the influence of these trends were 
becoming radicalized. This called for energetic' 
united front' attempts to help win tHese toilers to 
the . revolutionary struggle, arid the possibility 
existed that not just individual. toilers, but whole 
groups of formerly social-democratic and liberal 
toilers would go over to the path of struggle. But 
th~ experience of how this took place verified not 
the "new" orientations given at the Seventh Con
gress, but' the previous Leninist conceptions. 

'. 
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... The Sodal-Democradc and Ubecal Leaders 
Cootinued to Fear Class Struggle More than Fascism 

, The view of the Seventh COtlo0re8S that the social
democratic and bourgeois liberal leaders were· mili
tant anti-fascist fighters -- or would be' if the 
working masses simply appUed a little pressur.e -
fared no better. Experience showed that social
democracy retained its role as a bulwark of the 
bourgeoisie, and along with the liberals it contin
ued its practice of fearing the class struggle of 
the working' masses. lJlore than tJ.'1e torments of. reac
,tion. It was not· social-democracy and liberalism, 
but the cOlTImunist parties and the working masses 
that bore the brunt. of the struggle against fascism. 

The French ~ample was l::.'1e model for ,the Seventh 
Congress. . And following the Seventh Congress, the' 
electing of a Popular Front government in France was 
orie of the showpieces of the new orientation. 

But the French Popular Front governments failed 
to implement the social, reforms it itself was 
pledged to, failed to' purge the French armed forces 
and bureaucracy of fascists, failed to support the 

. anti-fascist struggle internationally (and, in par..>, 
ticulal', stabbed the anti-fascist fighters in Spain 
in the back during the Civil War), and failed to 
raise the militancy. of the masses. The various 
Popular . Front governmeqts progressively moved to tIre 
right and fiI!ally collapsed, thrO"wing France back 
into the ar'ns of a liberal-center coalition gov.ern
ment on the eve of World War II, ? government ,whiph, 
at the outbreak of World War II, banned the commun
ist press and arrested activists, dismissed munici
pal councils with a communist majority, and dis
played the iron fist against the working masses, 
while it left France open to tHe German blitzkrieg. 

. The French socia1~emQCratic and liberal leaders 
'were not rnilitant' anti-fascists. Not only did the 
social-democratic class collaboration and the liber-' 
al championship of capitalism pull the Popular Front 

• governments down, 'but prominent liberals and social
democrats entered the service of the· fasci'st pro
Nazi puppet government of France that was set up in 
part of France after France fell (the other part' of 
France was directly administered by Germany).. The 
social-democratic party went into crisis under the 
weight of its capitulation to fascism, and it 'was 
only gradually reorganized by social-democrats who 
wished to resist fascism, albeit in the reformist 
fashion. 

The communist resistance was the Iarges~ resis
tance lJlovement in France, the Qne that bore the 
brunt of the struggle. ,There were reformist and 
bourgeois resistance movements, and it was necessary 
for the comniunists to take account of them, and not 
lump them with the occupationists; it was partiCu
larly necessary to find a ,way to promote unity. in 
.action with the rank-and-file resistance fighter 
from the working masses who was under b'1e influence 
of' other trends. . But the bourgeois resistance made 

, ' 

little secret of ,its aim, of restoring French Impe
rialism, as its choice of De Gaulle as-a leader 
showed, while the leadership of the social-democra
tic party also sought to keep the struggle of the 
masses within narrow limits. The tactics carried 
over from the Seventh Congress harmed the vigilan.ce 
of' the French 'tommunists. . 

.... The Albanian ~ in the Anti-Fasclst War 
Also Refutes the, Seventh CoogreSs 

In Albania, the communists led the antI-fascist 
national liberation war against the Italian and 
German fasCist occupiers. This . was a' heroic strug-

.gle which not only defeated the fascists but was 
carried forward to a socml revolution. The expe
rience, of this war and tJ.'1e subsequent social revolu
tion also refute the views of the Seventh Congress. 
Comrade Enver Hoxha, who passed away only this 
month, was the leader of the Albanian communists and 
one of the giants of the world communist movement. 
His work and action in the anti-fascist war went 
against the prescriptions of the Seventh Congress on 
one issue after another despite his own belief that 
he was implementing, the views of this Congress. 

. Thus Albania was liberated through the construc
tion of a fighting united front of the masses al
though it proved impossible to Qbtain . a united front 
agr~ement with the Albanian bourgeois nationalists 
and social...,democrats (in Albania, the bourgeois 
nationalists were the main anti-communist force 
among the masses). Indee<i Comrade Enver and the 
Albanian communists tore up the sell-out Mukje 
agreement of August 1943 with the bourgeois nation
alists.The 'Alb~nian communists w&e not against 
agreement in principle and had striven hard to' bring 
all groups into the liberation struggle. But -they 
were not for an agreement at the cost of the strug
gle. Contrary to the views of the Seven~ Congress, 
not united front from above with the reformists and 
bourgeois nationalists~ but a direct united front of 
the toilers and anti-fascist militants was the sal
vation of Albania. 

Slmilarly, the Albanian communists went resolute
Iy- against the orientation of building the united 
front on the basis of nice-sounding phrases in joint 
declarations. They insisted on building the united 
front on the basis of the burning task of the times, 

. on the basis of insisting on armed struggle against 
the occupier. 

They also did' not sell off the communist party to 
the opportunists. As Comrade Enver stressed in his 

'many writings on the anti-fascist war, in this 
struggle the Albanian com'munists never surrendered 
the leading role of the party and the work to build' 
it up.' , 

And the Albanian communists had no illusions 
about the role of . the American and British armies in 
the war, and they succeeded in keeping the Western 
imperialists from intervening and setting up: the 



I . 

domestic bourgeoisie in power. . 
It is the. example of what. the Albanian communists 

actually' did, and not their wrong conception of the 
line of the Seventh Congress, that must be the 
decisive factor in evaluating the Albanian eJ!:pe
rience. It may be noted, however, that" although the 
belief of the Albanian communists in the value of 
the Seventh Congr~ didn't prevent them from con
tradicting the Seventh Congress in practice, it has 
been a factor that has contributed to, their diffi
culty in applying their revolutionary experience to 
the present problems of the world Marxist-Leninist 
movement. It has been ohe of the sources of the 
present' errors in the policy of the Party of Labor 
of Albania, errors that we have discussed in The 
Workers' Advocate of March 20, 1984' whose lead arti
cle is entitled "Our DifFerences with the Party of 
Labor of Albania". I , 

The world communist movement, through its· strug
gle and its bloodshed, through its rallying of the, 
working masses and through its numerous martyrs, led 
the smashing of the fascist offensiye that culmi
nated in World War II. Insofar as the, Seventh 

. Congress substitut~d what Dimitrov called "a new ' 
tactical orientation" for the Leninist principles of 
the united front, it hurt the struggle. It was' one 
of the reasons why many parties were unable to 
effectively fight against the fruits of the defeat 
of fascism being snatched by the Western bourgeoisie 
from the hands of the working m~. 1'\1e influence 
of the Seventh Congress helped undermine and weaken 
the communist'parties. I 

The Seventh Congress Provided the SoIl fer the 
·MIsta1reslbat Appeared After World War n 

The "new tactical orientation" from the Seventh 
'Congress waS originally promoted as the method of 
fighting fascism. In' fact, ,it was not applied; sim
ply to the period of the late 1930s and World War 
II, when the fascist offensive, on a world scale 
confrqnted the working c\ass movement. It was not 
retra~ted after Worlq War II. On the contrary~ it 
was one of the foundations for the various wrong 
orientations that became fashionable in the world 
communist movement in the period following World War 
II. . 

In The Workers' Advocate for May 1, 1984, en-, 
titled "In Defense of Marxism-Leninism/On Problems 
iIi the Orientation of the International Communist 
Movement in the Period from the End of World War U, 
to the Death of Stalin", there is a description of 
the post-World War IT period. Through examining the 
documents 'of the Cominform, the statements of Stalin 
and other major Soviet leaders, and th~ practice of 

,various of the, communist parties during' that period" 
a picture is drawn of the problems that afflicted 
the world communist movement- of that time and the 
effect- bi.ese problems had in undermining the move
ment aoo leaving it ,prey to -the tragedy of Khrush-

) 
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chovite revisionism in the mid-1950s. ~ 
An examination of the wrong orientatioris of the 

post-World War II period shows the close relation
ship to the "new tactical orientation" of the Sev
enth Congress. True, the post-World War' IT orieI1ta
tions were not a simple carbon copy of ·the 'Seventh 

, 'Congress. ror one thing, they had to adapt the new 
,tactics to the world situation that arose after 

World War II. But the post-World War II views 
clearly build ,on the foundation of the S~venth Con
gress. 

We pointed out that one of the main features of ' 
the problems that afflicted the world communist 
movement after World War, IT was a wrong orientation 
with regard, to the struggle against social-democracy 
and opportunism. The consistent and principled 
struggle against social-democracy was :r,-eplaced with 
repeated attempts to ,. come to accommodation wib'1. 

. socfal-democracy (to say nothing of the middle bour
geoisie, I the priesthood, etc.) This clearly demon
strated a .refusal to sum up the experience of the 
struggle against. fascism, and it was a continuation 
of tfie stands of the ,Seventh Congress. . 

We showed that there was a wrong orientation in 
the struggle against imperialist war. This struggle 
had brilliant poss~bilities in the post-World War II 
period, and it colild have been used quite effective
ly to build up the revolutionary movement. But 
instead. the . orientation 'Was a~opted of detaching the 
anti-war struggle from the class struggle, the 
socialist revolution, the· national liberation move
ment! or any other social content. The wrong orien
tation found cOncentrated expression in the pacifist 
policy of the World Peace Congress, the building of 
which was a major project of the world communist 
movement at that time • 
. , This separation of the anti-war struggle from th~ 
revolutionary movement is completely in line with 
the pacifist agitation recommended at the Seventh 
Congress. Even the argumentS from the post-World 
War IT period suggesting that revolutionary. Leninism 
no longer applied because of the. changes in the 
world situation since, World War I were the same as 
tb.ose used at the Seventh Congress. 

. We pointed to ,the astonishing-lack of interest 
in the national liberation movement 'and other revo
lutionary struggles. of tne people of the oppressed 
countries in Cominfbnn statements, Soviet statements 
and in the work of the World Peace Coi1gresS.The 

,"Eurocentric" attitude of the Cominform and the 
backward attitude of the CP· of France on the nation
al liberation wars in vietnam and Algeria is titterly 
reminiscent of the stand of the Communist Paqles of 
France and Spain after the Seventh I Congress of aban-' 
doning support for the liberation struggle of the 
colonies. I 

On these and other questions, the similarity of 
the two periods is· evident. It is the Seventh 
Congress t.hat opened the door to these' errors and to 
the,' process of replacing revoiutionary Marxism-
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Leninism by. something ~lse. In so doing, it was one 
of the factors undermining the world communist move
ment, corrupting it and . leaving it prey to the 
tragedy of revisionist takeover, which destroyed so 
many parties in the mid"T1950s.· It shows that if we' 
wish to fight revisionism and build up a strong 
international Marxist-Leninist movement" we . not only 
cannot re}y on the mistaken traditions of the post-' 
World War II period, we also cannot rely on the·. 
stands of the Seventh Congress. We must instead 
uphold the revolutionary communist stands'. of 
Marxism-Leninism.' 

The Seventh Congress and the a.ruption of' tbe . 
CPUSA by Browderism 

One of the. striking examples . of the,. undermining . 
of a coinmunist party by the Seventh Congress Is the 
corrosion of the Com.munist party Of the USA by 
BrQwderite revisionism. " 

The CPUSA was once a revolutionary commu'nist 
party that fOj!ght hard against the American bour- ' 
geolSle. It went through, a difficult and prot;racted 
process of overcorping social-democratic traditions 
and taking up communist methods of. work., It tire-. 
lessly organized tti.e working 'class, led a num~r of 
fierce struggles against the explolters; championed 
the cause of the unemployed, took. up the . fight for 
the liberation of the black people and other op
pressed nationalities, vigorously fought U~ S. impe
rialism and constantly strove to develop a strong 
revolutionary movement in the U.S. . 

But in the mid-1930s, the CPUSA suddenly changed 
its line. Throughout the latter 1930s" under the 
leadership of Earl Browder, it step by step began to 
drop its revolutionary features and to hitch -itself 
to the tail of the liberal bourgeoisie.. It' toned 
down its. struggle against Roosevelt and the .union 
bureaucrats and eventually took up the stand. of 
being the left-wing. of th~ liberal-labor Roosevelt 
coalition. It abandoned its attempt to bull<l up' a 
revolutionary' center of the -black llperation strug-

. gle separate from the black bourgeoisie. It,. liqui:
dated its trade union fractions and shop, newspapers. 

Browder continually redefined the uni~ed ,front 
an,d the popular front on a "broader and br6!ider" 
basis, beginning with a section of the labor bur
eaucrats and the "left" wing of the Democratic Par
ty, and later including the whole labor bureaucracy, 

. the liberals of bott'l the DemOCratic and \ Rep:ublican 
parties, the bourgeoisie of the oppresseo nationali

. ties, etc. By World War II he was extending his 
hand ftven to the National Association of Manufac
turers and the billionaire J .P • Morgan himself. . 

, In this process, Browder never received any re
bukes from the CI. It was not until the very .end of 
this process, after Browder had liquidated ,the CPUSA 
altogether, converting it in 1944 into the "Commun
ist Political A~sociation", that Browder received 
any criticism in the world communist movement; it 

J 

was in April 1945 that Jacques Duclos, a major 
leader of the Communist Party of France, wrote his 
f~mous article denouncing the liquidation of the 
CPUSA and certain of Browder's theses as "a notori
ous revision of Marxism". 

, The. reasOn for the acceptance of Browder's ac
t~on$ in the internati6nal movement and one of the 
basic reasons behind the sharp change in the orien
tation of the CP.USA that began in the mid-1930's is 
clarifiE¥! by the study of the Seventh Congress. It 
is clear that the change - i:J. the line of the CPUSA 
coincides with the taking up of the "new tactical 
orientation" that was' forlnalized at the Seventh 
Congress . of the CI. Various of the particular . fea
tures . of Browderism were even taken directly from 
Dimitrov's Seventh Congress report, such as the 
liquidation of the \ trade union fractions, the 
friendly attitude to RooSevelt, and the accommoda
tion with the reformists; labor bureaucrats and 
liberal bourgeoisie in the name ofa broader and 
broader united front ,or popular front. 

. The change in the line of the. CPUSA is also due 
to domestic fac'tors and causes internal to .the 
CPUSA •.. There. was a great deal of stress on the 
Party as it carried out revolutionary work in the 
Jnidst of the Gr:eat Depression. It faced repression 
from the bourgeoisie. It faced complex problems 
wh~n it led various militant strikes in the early 
years of the depressions but was 'was unable to 
register a corresponding growth in its organization 
in those sectors of the workers. It had internal 
organizational problems. It would have required a 
determined stand to :naintain its communist line and , ") I . " 
adapt it as necessary to the circumstance.' \ 

The CPUSA mIght have surmounted these factors. 
And, as a result of their revolutionary work,· they 
were in good position to benefit from the further 
development of tLi.e mass upsurge of the 1930s.But 

.. the S,eventh Congress added further pressure on the 
Party, to abandon its line, rather than reinforcing 
their revblutionary determination as the, CI had in 
the paSt. And thus' it ;turned out that the Seventh 

· eongresSserved as a catalyst to unleas..~ the nega-
· ,tive forces inside the CPUSA... The influence of the 
Seventh Congress had a powerful effect in undermin
ing ~nd corroding the party. 

Beginning in 1945 a struggle. developed in the 
CPUSA against Browder.'. Led by William Z. Foster, 
the American communists reconstituted the CPUSA, 
stripped Browder of all leading positions (and even-

· tually expelled hirn from the Party for factional 
activity), and toi;>k up the question of rectifying 
the methods of struggle and organization of the 
·CPUSA. . I . I \ 

But,as we saw in the article "The CPusA's Lib
eral.:.LaborApproach to the Critique of Browder" (in 
b.i.e May 1, 1984 issue·of The Workers Advocate on the 
post-World War II situation in the international 

· communist movement), the repudiation of Browder by 
Foster and. Duclos did not bring the CPUSA back to 



sou,nd Marxist-Leninist positions. Instead, althoUgh' 
Browder was den~nced for his most extreme' Uquida
tionist positions and his most outlandish, rightist 
stateluents about the utopia that U.S. capitalism 
would bring the world and the class peace anddass 
collaboration that was on the agenda, the basic 
features of' the liberal-labor approach that Browder 
had been advocating 'and implementing in the Party 
were left untouched. Foster argued that, despite 
certain mIstakes, the basic line of the party. had 
been correct until MaYt 1942, when Browder was re
leased frolll a trumped-up jall sentence. ' 

The half-heartedness of the repudiation' of Brow- ' 
derism by "the CPUSA was' further elabor-ated in the, 
article "Why the CPUSA didn't resist Khrushchovite 
revisionism" in: the June 10, 1984 issue of The 
Workers' Advocate". This article examined dle 
activity of the CPUSA from the repudiation of Brow
der to its collapse into Khrushchovlte revisionism, 
in the 1950's. It sHowed the liberal-labor' stands 
of the' CPUSA in the post-World War n peri~ and it , 
connected these stands to the' inability of the CPUSA 
to resist the i<hrushchovlte revisionist offensive. 

It is clear, that one factor inhibiting the CPUSA 
from delVing further. into' the criticism of, Browder 
was it desire to' stay within the bounds of the 
Seventh Congress~ It was implicitly recognized 'by 
Foster that ,the overall stands of the CPUSA in the 
late 1930s were baSically in line with the orienta
tion fostered by the ,Seventh World Congress and that 
only Browder's later llquidation of' 'the party and 
other more extreme. stands were going too far. (In-

. deed, it is notable how long it took for opposition 
to solidify against these more extreme stands; 'this 
itself is a sign of the cor.r0sive effect of the 
atmosphere uShered in by the Seventh Congress.) As 
long as the CPU$A, stayed witt'lin tt'le boun~s of, the 
wrong orientations fashionable in, the post .... World War 
IT Period of the international communist movement, 
and within the ,bounds of the Seventh Congress of the 
CI, it could not throw off the b~i9 liberal-labor 
stands of Browder and return to revolutionary Lenin
ism. 

j 
The '1nfJueme of the Setwtb C'.oqp;ess Is a Bmter 

. to ~ the St:rugle ~ RevIsIoofsn: I 

1brougb to die End 

Today the struggle' against Brc;>wderism in the 
American working class' movement, is far' from Qver. 
The influence of Browderisrri' survives In the politics 
of the liquidators, who are seeking to, keep the 
working class, and progressive activists tied to the 
tail of the Democratic Party, the labor bureaucrats, 
the bourgeoisie of the oppressed nationalities, and 
the liberal bourgeoisie generally. ,Building the 

,revolutionary movement is inseparable', from a relent
,less struggle agaInst all those political trends 
which seek to mire the working masses in the sWaJ."l1P 
of . class collaboration and bourgeois politics. Up.., 
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holding the standpoint, of class struggl,e and build
ingup ,the independent movement of the working class 
requires firm opposition to this new. Browderite 

'politics. ' ' 
1Qdeed, today a 'few , of the liquldato:r:s have even 

praised Browder's, politics by name. 'But more gen
erally, the liqUidators support instead the variou's 
concepts of Browderism. Browderitedistortions of 
the idea' of, the, united front are one of the chief 
weapons in the liquidationist arsenal •. 

, To build up the revolutionary movement, and to 
iorganize the class struggle through building up' the 
political party of the working class', the Marxist
Leninist Party, we must caqy the struggle against 
Browder~sm, and against modern revisionism as a 
whole,' through to the, end. Soviet reVisionism, 
Chinese revIsionIsm, Browderism and Trotskyism are 
poisoris ,tha.t are fatal to the revolutionary struggle 
of the working class. Today they. meet on a common 
Ilquidationlst platform. 

The 'struggle agal:nst revisionism requires going 
back 'to the' revolutionary ideas of Marxtsm-Leninism. 
The Sevepth COngress bf the CI introduced the 'cot-

,roslve practice, of denigrating the revolutionary 
stand of Marxism-Leninism. It introduced erroneous 
concepts on the united front, on the nature of 
,Opportunism, on the methods of agitation and organi
zation" and a number of other, questions. The "new 
tactical orIentation" of the Seventh Congress' has 
been sho'wn in practice to be wrong, and it is today' 
upheld as a shield by many of the liquidators. I In 
order to' uphold revolutionary Leninism, it is neces
$ilY to subject the views of the Seventh Congress to 
criticism and to liberate the present-d~ystruggle 
froln the influence of erroneous traditions. 

Criticism of the Seventh Congress does not mean 
denigrating the memory of the many communist martyrs 

,of the struggle against fascism in the slightest. 
On the contrary, the real way to honor their memory 
is' to exert all ones' strength 'and abilities to 
carry'lng for.ward t;he strUggle against the bourgeoi
sie. '" In this struggle, , we must make full use of the 
rich ~rience of the communist movement in the 
past. ' The study of this experience helps clarify 
the issues explained, in the claSSic writings of 

,Marxism-Leninism. But the study of this experience 
"must a.lso' involve, criticism' of mistakes,' so that 

they can' be corrected in the present practice of the 
re'Volutionary movement., And indeed" if the views of 
the Seventh Congress are not ,criticized, then. it 
would mean, in effect, throw.ing out all the rich 
experience that preceded it and was allegedly ren-, 

, deredobsolete by it. 
, The struggle against revisionism 'has repeatedly 

shown, its ability ,to invigorate' the, revolutionary 
,working ciass movement. But in the last few decades 
,certain, 'wrong traditions have contributed to holding 
it back andpteveritlng it from developing, consis
tently. . Let us clear away these obstacles to ap
plying revolutionary LenInism to the concrete e<;>ndi-
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tions of today. Let us uphold the. reVolutiona. ry ,. against reVisionism through to the end. 
principles of Leninism and carry the struggle. 

• <> 

=============~================================================================== , . 

I 

MATERIALS FOR THE STUDY OF THE SEVENTH CONGRESS 
()F THE COMMUNIST INTERNATIONA:L 

July .... August 1935· 

The Seventh Congress of the CI presented a "new 
tactical orientation"for the world communist move
ment, an orientation different from that pursued in 
b'1e past. Judging the nature of this orientation is 
one of the major tasks facing any study. of the 
l·essons of the Cli for the revolt,ltionary.strugple of 
today. . . 

For some time the Central Committee of our Party 
had been studying" the Seventh Congress as part of 
our detajled study of the views and experience of 
the CIon t.."'"Ie united front. CArr Party then began a 
party-wide discussion on the Seventh Congress at our 
Second Congress in Fall 198~~ Since then additiorial 
materials have been circulated and discussed. This 
discussion was marked from the start by enthusiasm 
and unanimity.' However it had been interrupted for 
over a year by the pre;;sure of other work, bOth the 
heavy load of practical work which all our .comradeS 
engage in apd by ~the other iniportant theoretical 
work of the last period, including the propagation 
of our Views on the current stands of the Party of 
Labor of Albania, the propagation of our views on 
the stands of the world communist movement in the, 
period immediately following World War II, and' the 
work of the Second National-Conference of Fall 1984 
on the black liberation struggle. 
. Recently our Party voted unanimously to condemn 
the "new tactical orientation" of the Sevent.'1 Con
gress as' a backward tur:U in the development of the 
CI and a harmful influence on the heroic communist 
work in leading the anti-fascist struggle. the 

Workers Advocate Supplement will hEl carrying many, 
materials examining this Congr,ess, and the results 
of t.'1e implementation of its· views. This will allow 
the . reader to come to his own decision concerning 
"the stand of the Seventh Congress and the correct 
way to apply united front . tactics. 

Among b'1e materials tq be publisheg are the fol
lowing: 

... Further analysis of Dirilitrov:'s famous report at 
the Sev~nth Congress. 

... A study of 'the experience of the French Commun:-: 
1st Party in applyi,ng the line of the Seventh Con
gx:ess and of the French PopuIar ~Front. 

'... A study of the experience of the Communist 
Party of Albania' (now the Party of Labor of Albania) 
in defeating the "fascist occupation by Italy and 

. Germany ,and i..!1 carrying .. the struggle forward to the 
socialist! revolution. . 

... Some 'remarks on the general line of the ,!orId 
communist movement· in the period between the Sixth 
. and Seventh Congress· of the CI, defending this im
portant period of world communism and upholding its 
general stands, but noting certain difficulties that 
the Executive Committee of the CI had in addresSing 
certain subtle tactical ql,lestions. 

We will begin in this issUe with. an introduc
, tion to the study of'· Dimitrov's . speeches at the 

Seventh Congress. (See the article which begins "on 
the next page.) <> 

I 

==========================================================~===================== 

'. 

/ 

1 
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. SOME NOTES ON THE SEVENTH WORLD CONGRESS OF THE CI 

The following notes discuss certain of the .nain 
features of Dimitrov's speech at \ the Seventh Con
gress. They are to serve as an introduction to the 
further analysis of Dimitrov's report that will' be 
printed in a subsequent issue of 

A Tum in the General Line of the 
International Communist Movement 

The first point to be noted is _that the Seventh 
Work!. Congress of the CI itself proclaimed that on 
various subjects. it was providing new views, differ
ent from those of t~ ,past. It did this fn a de .. 
vious way. On ope hand, it presented itself as 
simply following in the footsteps of the previous 
congresses and as upholding all th& past activity of 
the ECCI (Executive Committee of .the CI). On the 
otb,er hand, it not only created the general impres
sion that it was throwing out the forlner views, and 
that this change would solve all the problems facing , 
the working class movement, but in various passages 
it actually asserted that it was providing a 'hew 
line. It called for a change in the general orien
tation of the co ni munists , including changes with 
respect to united front tactics, the assesment of 
'oocial-democracy, the method of overcoming the split 
in the working class movement; the method o,f agita
tion ,on the questions of war and peace, the stand 
towards bourgeois deltlocracy, and so forth. If one 
puts these passages together, one gets striking 
confirmation of the fact that this Congress marked a 
new ··general orlentation and was intended to do. so. 

In his remarks that concluded the Seventh World 
Congress, Diq1i,trov proclaimed that: - ''Ours has been 
a Congress of a new tactical orientatiop for the' 
Communist International." (Emphasis . as in the origi
nal.) To a certain extent, Dimitrov tried to pre
sent this as simp.ly adapting the communist tactics 
to meet the changed world situSltion. But, - .as 'we 
shall see, these changes affected the ba,sic· line 
itse~f. They amounted to throwing aside the revolu-: . 
tionary Leninist teachings, 'and they were destined 
to weaken the anti-fascist struggle and do great 
harm . to the communist movement. In this section we 
shall .start by si-mply .1isting the· maIn changes pro
claimoo at the Seventh World Congress, all of which 

, were harmful; . this' alone shews the extensive -nature 
of the. changes made in the mid-1930's. Then we 
shall go into more' detail on some of the changes, 
while leaving others for subsequent articles in The
Workers' Advocate Supplement. 

'"'The Seventh Congress centered its attention 
on the question of the united front. Dimitrov, span 
after declaring that the Congress had a. new tactical 
orientation for the work of the ,CI, stressed that: 
"The Congress has taken a firm decision that the 

united fronttacti~ must be applied in a n~w way." 
(Emphasis as· in the original.) As we, shall see, 
this "new way" consisted of the demand that united 
fronts from above be realized at all costs with the 
social-democrats and, generally, the liberals. Ey:'" 
erything else was condemned as "sectarianism", and 
all policy, agitation 'and actions Were to b~ re
shaped· according as to what facilitated such . united 
fronts. 

** In his "Speech in Reply to the Discussion," 
Dil;nittov also stressed. that there was a new \ view on 
social':'democracy. He stated: 

"Co'TIrades, in view of the tactical problems 
confronting us, it is very important to give a 
correct reply to the question of whether 
Social-Democracy at the present time is still 
the prinCipal bulwark of the bourgeoisie, and 
if so, where?.. The joint effect of all this 
has been' to make it increasingly difficult, and 
in some countries actually impossible, for 
Social-Democracy to preserve its former role of 
bulwark of the bourgeoisie. 'the self
criticism of those German comrades, who in 
their speeches mentioned the necessity of ceas
ing to cling to the letter of obsolete formulas 
and decisions· concerning Social-Democracy ~ •• 
w~s correct." (See the passage entitled "The 
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Role of Social-Democracy and' Its Attit~de 'To-, 
ward the United Front of. the Proletariat.") 

Dimitrov went on to paint the astonIshing per
spective that "The, p'rocess of revolutioniiation in 

. the rapks of the Social-Democratic Parties now going 
on in all countries" would lead everywhere to the 
merger' ofthesocial-democratlc ~and communist par-

. tIes. He admitted only that "In a number of coun
tries this will be a more or les8 difficult, a more 
or less complicated and prQlonged processllsQ that' 
IhNernust even reckon with the Possibility that ••• 
some Social...;Democratic Parties and organizations 
will continue to exist for a time' as independent 
organIzations or parties.".' Elsewhere, presumably," 
the process of In~rger would' be even smoother. . 

**" It is this utopia of the world-widerevolu~ 
tionary role of social-democracy and of' world-Wide 
merger between social-democracy and communism that 
was behind Diniitrov's proclamation in his closing 
speech that the CI had now entered upon b'1e. path. of 
ending the split in the, working, class movpment. 
Referring ,to merger with social-demoqracy· as " ~form-, 
ing a SIngle mass political par,ty of the workIng 
class," Dimitrov', declared this in large shinJng 
letters as one of the new points of the Seventh 
Congress: , • 

. fiAt this Congress we have taken the course of 
forming a single mass poRtieal party. 'of the 
working class, to end the pol~tical SPilt in.' 
the ranks of b'1e work.hig class, a split' ca1.!sed 
by the class collaboration' p.olicy of the 
Social-Democratic. partie&." . (Emphasis" as in 
the original.) , 

The social-democrats may have beeri gulltyof 
'class collaboration in the past, I Dimitrov . says in 

essence, but that's a matter of ancient history. 

**' In the closing speech at the . S even t'b Con
gress, Dimitrov also declared that there was a new 
line iathe· struggle against imperialist war as 
well. He stated:. '" I '.: 

. "Ours is' a, Congress of struggle for ,the 
pl'e$el'VatioD 'of peace, apinst ~e du:eat of 
imperialist· war. " . 

''We are now raising the issue of this strug-
'gIe in a DeW way .. ' Our Congressl~' dec~dedIy 
opposed to the fatalistic Ol~tlook on the. Ques
tionof Imperialist war emanating. froJJ;l old 
Social-Democratic notions. ' .,;. 

"Today' the world is not what. it was in' 
1914." (Emphasis as in' the original.). . 

Here ,we see Dimitrov championing. the catchwords, ' 
so farn,iliar from the statements of the post~World 
War II period, about opposing "fatalism" and about 
the changes in 'the world "since 1914". And tbe"new 
way" of. approaching the question' of war, anq peace' 
consIsted in putting forth peace as the central 

, slogan and throwing out the revolutionary Content of 
the struggle against war. As Erc6li (one of Togl1-

atti's pseudonyms) stated in: the major report to the 
. Seventh Congress entitled "The Preparations for 

Imperialist War and the Tasks of the crt: 
"The slogan of peace beoomes' <tt rentral slogan 
In 'the fight apinst war." (VII Congress of 
the CI, Abridged Stenographic Report, Moscow, 
1939, p. 415, emphasis as in the original) 

** In his "Speech hi Reply, to the Discussion," 
Dimltrov also talks of the fleed for a new attitude 
to bourgeois~emocracy. fIe' stated: 

. "O.trattitude towards bourgeois democ
racy is not the same under all conditions. For 
instance, at the tIme of the Qctober Revo
lution, the Russian Bolsheviks' engaged in a 

. life-and-death 'struggle ;:tgainst all political 
parties which. opposed the ,establishment of the 
proletarian dictatorship under the slogan of 
the defense of bourgeois democracy. .• • The 
situation is quite different in the capitalist 
countrIes at. present. Now the toiling 
masseS in' a number of capitalist countries are 
faced with the necessity of making a definite 
choice, and of making it today, not between 

. pr9letarian dictatorship and bourgepis democra
cy, but ootween bourgeois democracy and fas
cisn. ' 

,"Besides, we have now a situation which 
differs from that which existed, for example, 
in the epoch of capitalist stabilization. At 
that time. the fascist danger was not as acute 
as it is today. ••• ' , , 

" ••• It was the mistake of the Communists in 
a number of countries, particularly in Germany, 
that they failed to take into account the 
changes which had tak~n place, but continued to 
repeat those slogans, maintain I those ta.ctical 
positions which, had been correct a few years 

. before; especially when the struggle for the 
proletarIan dictatorship was an immediate 
issue ••• " 

Note that DimItrovis calling for new "tactical 
positions" on the' questIon of "bourgeois democracy" , 
different from b'1ose of the Bolsheviks in 1917 or of 
the" international cOmmunist movement at the tim~ of 
capitalist stabiliiation. He says that the struggle 
ag~inst fascism and reaction requires this change;. 
which he apparently regards as taking up the slogan 
of "defense of bourgeois democracy". 

At the end of these notes we shall refer to 
LenIn's stand With ~pect to Kornilov's attempt to 
install,'.a military dictatorship ,by overthrowing tlle 
bpurgeols-deri:lOcratic Kerensky government in the 
months' prior to the Great O:!tober Socialist Revolu-

, tion of ilie Bolsheviks in 1917. Lenin did not find 
it neceSsary· to, surrender the work for the socialist 
revolution or to glorIfy bourgeoiS-democracy to be 
able to fight effectively' against the Kornllovite 
danger. And it should be noted that, contrary to 
DimitrQv's implication, the CI had long experience 



with the struggle agatnst fascist coups In a number 
of countries - Italy, Bulgaria, Poland, etc. How
ever we shall leave the detailed refutation, of Dimi
trov deceptive arguments' op bourgeois-democracy, his 
reversion to stock opportunist sophIstry, to a later 
article. 

\ ... There was also a new. line" on the liberal 
\ bourgeoisie. However, Dimitrov was careful in this 

caSe never to mention the capitalist parties by that 
name,' "capitalist", but instead presented them as 
parties of the tqilers~ .... 

For example, he talked' of an "anti-fascist 
people's front~ of the· to1ling masses, "but then 
added that it should include the Radical Party in 
France, which is the party of the llberalbOurgeOi-

.sie. However,' Dlmitrov didn't' call it a capitalist 
party,. a.' party of the Uber~l bourgeoisie, but in
stead characterized it asa party' of the working 

"masses, albeit one "still under the influence of the 
bourgeoisie". . 

Ever sInce the S,eventh World Congress, this Con-. 
gress and Dimitrov'sspeech has been widely cited as 
the advocate of unity with the· liberals and, the " 
liberal bourgeoisie, and It is notable that neither 
Dimltrov nor any other prominent .partIcipant in the 
Seventh Congress ever challenged that :Interpreta-
tion. \ 

Thus the' Seventh World Congress, by its o",n 
assertion, provided "a new tactical orientation for 
the Communist International" on a whole series, of 
questions: the united front, social-democracy, the 
method of overcoming the' split in the. working. class 
movement, war and peace, bourgeois democracy, and so 
forth. In fact; it marked a major turn in the life 
of the communist movement, and its deciSions affect
ed ali fronts of work.- 1bis wIll become even more 
apparent when we discuss some of these' changeS in 
more detail, rather than simply llsting them as 
above. 

The ~8&Q8Y of I>1mltmv and tbe Set&lth C'.cJn&reIs 

But before we. go further into some' of these 
orientations, we must take some time to point out 
tile demagogical and disgusting method of discussion 
u~ed by Dimitr:ov and other major speakers at the 
S~venth Congress. Dimitrov and company were. not 
straightforward about their views', but engaged i~ 
the maximum amount of coI}fusion-moilgering and trick
ery. 

one of the basic methods' used by Dim:itrov in 
presenting the new line was to repeat revolutionary' 

. principles which had riothing to do with what he was 
proposing. . . 

For examyle, consider his description of what the 
united front should be. In his Report,. Dimitrov 
says a number of things about the united front 
tactics which seem reasonable, simply better or 
worse repetitions of the ABC's of communist. tactics. . , 
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Thus he talks about militant struggle in ldefense of 
the interests of the working masses. He states 
that: . 

" ••• The defense of the immediate economic 
and political interests of the working class, 
the defense of the workipg class against fas
cism, must 'form the starting point and m8ln 
,content of the united front in all capitalist 
countries.. . 

. "We must not confine ourselves to bare ap
peals to struggle for the proletarian dictatol'
ship, . but must also find and,' advance those' 

. slogans and forms of struggle which arise out 
of the vital needs of the masses, and are 
commensurat~ with their fighting capacity at 

. the given stage of develQpment. • •• 
"Fir.t, joint struggle really to shift the 

burden of the consequences of the crisis onto 
the . shoulder~ of the ruling classes, the shoul
ders of . the capitalIsts,' landlords -- in a 
word, to the shoulders of the rich. • •• " (See 
the pasage "Content and Forms of the United . 
Front.") 

Why,' Dimitrov even goes on to emphasize that "The 
chief stress in all. this' must be laid on developing 

. mass' action loCally, ••• " (He does, however, identi
fy this with agreements that have been reached 
locally, rather than nationally.) And he states 
that pacts; and agreements are only "an auxiliary 
means for realIzIng joint action, but by itself does 
not constitute a united front." . 

But what was the reality behind Dimitrov's words? 
This reality can be seen by the example of 

France. Dimitrov himself says that he is ·theorizing 
on the experience of the' French working class move
ment. He says, in his Clqsing Remarks: 

"We have not . invented this task. It has 
been prompted by the experience of the world 
labor movement itself, above all,' the experi-' 
ence of the proletariat of France. • •• the 
French workers, both Commpnists and Socialists, 
have once more advanced the French labor move
'ment to first place, to a leli.dlng position ·in 
capi talist Europe, •••• " . 

. But did the new methods of the . united front in 
France, did the agreements negotiated with the . 
French social-democrats, in fact promote effective, 
militant mass struggle to. fight the capitalist of-

. fensive and the fascists, . to shift the burden of the 
economic cpsis onto the shoulders of· the rich, and 
to purge ,t~e fascists? 

As a matter of fact, prior to the' Seventh Con
gress,. in order to obtain the pact With the ~ocial
democatic- lead~, the _Communist Party· of France had 
to agree to omit trade union action from the agree
ment (so much for rank-and-fUe action to shift the 
-bur~en of the ~sis onto the shoulders of the rich) 
and to . water down their tactiCS and actions, limit
ing even the number of demonstrations. Dimitrov 
should have· discussed concretely the concessions the 
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CP of Fra~ce had made and the prospects for the 
struggle. Instead of this, he paints beautiful but 
meaningless. pictures of. some ideal,·' militant united 
front agreements with the social-democrats, agree
ment')· that defend the immedlate economic and politi
cal interests of the working class, and on and on 
and on, a picture that has little if anything to do 
with the harsh reality. . . 

Or . again, Dimitrov, \ discussing the tasks in 
France, talks big of the "purging of the State 
apparatus, the army and the police of the ;conspira~ 
tors who are preparIng a fascist coup." (Seqtion 
II. C entitled "France") Why ,if the new tactics 
could achieve this, wquldn't it show how backward, 
if not downright criminally sectarian, the oldtac
tics were? 

But what was the reality? T'norez, speaking Au
gust 3, the very next day after Dimitroy's statement 
.on purging the, state apparatus of fascists, showed 
what these fine word':! became when one was bound hand 
in foot to the bourgeois Radical Party through the 
new line. Thorez, 'leader of the CP of France, 
identified the spIrit of Dimitrov's remarks with the 
empty, bombastic declaration of a prominent Radical 
t.i.at the wonderful French army was already loyal to 
the French reeublic. Thorez stated: 

I" ••• On July 14, in the demonstration of the 
People's Front,· the Radical deputy, Rucart, 
vice-chairman of the Army Committee of the 
Chamber [French parliament], spoke in tenus 
which I should like to be allowed to quote, 'so 
much do they, harmonize with the thought ex:... 
pressed yesterday by our Comrade Dimitiov. 

"OThe Republicans [supporters of the bour
geois-democratic republic. as opposed to . the 
monarchists and fascists] know that they can 
count upon the loyalty of the army -" the ex
pression of' public force,· the army composed of 
the sons of the whole people ~ to give the lie 
to all those 'who roay endeavor to make of it a 
tool for the arnbition of. one man or for that of 
a handful of plotter,s. In the army, the navy 
and the air force -- officers, non-corns, sol
diers and sailors ~ they [the Republicans] 
salute the national forces constituted, for the 
defence of liberty. I" (vn Co~ ·of the ,. CI, 
Abridged Stenographic Report of Proceedings, p. 
212) . 

If the French armed forces were actually so com
mitted to liberty, there would have been little need 
to worry about a fascist coup in the first place and 
little reason to talk. of purging the army. Yet 
Thorez blandly salutes the French army, instead of, 
purging it, and confidently presents this as the 
spirit of DlmHrovls Report. Needless to say, no 
one contradIcted Thorez, least· of all Dimitrov in 

. his Speech in Reply to Discussion. 
The same thing takes place with respect to the 

question of united front government in Dimitrov's 
Report. Dimitrov In his Report tends' to give many 

formulations that basically repeat the formulations 
of previous CI congresses. Much (not aU) of what 
he says therefore a'ppears reasonable, if taken by 
itsel f. 

For example, Dimitrov assures one and all that he 
is not an oppor~unist and that the new line is not 
opportuntst. Why, he agrees with all the past cri
ticisms of opportunist distortions' of the concept of 
° workers' government'. He says, in the passage 
entitled "The Government of the United Front" in 
Sec. I of his speech, that "The RIght opportunists 
considered that a "workers' government" ought to 
keep °wlthin t:.i.e framework of bourgeois democra
cy, I ••• " He says that in 1923, In the German prov
inces of Saxony and .-Thuringia, " •• ~the Communists 
should have used 'their positions primarily for the 
P1lIpO$e of arming the proletariat." He says that 
the communists must! aemand "control of production, 
control of the banks, disbanding of the police, its' 
replacement by an armed workers' militia, etc." 

But once again the question arises: what did all 
Dimitrov's resonant-sounding phrases have to do with 
what was actually being planhed and what actually 
ended up being done? . 

Well, the discussion on united front government 
at the Seventh Congress was designed to pave the way 
for the CP of France to·. support a Popular Front 
government in France. Indeed, such a government did 
come to power next year, 1936, due in large part to 
the work of the CP of France. 

And what did this government do? It basically 
did none of the good things promised by Dimitrov ~ 
Yet neither Dimitrov nor' the CP of France broke with 
the government on that account. They forgot all 

'aOout the promises to oppose right opportunism. 
Indeed the French CP, far from overflowing the 

boundaries of bourgeois democracy, far from arming. 
the. workers, far from demanding control of produc
tion, control of the banks, disbanding of the po
lice,· and so forth, were concerned to do nothing 
that would. frighten a way the liberal bourgeois . Radi
cals. their rationale for not entering the first 
Popular F~nt government in 1936 was, in part, that 
their' . presence in the ,government would frighten the 
bourgeoisie. . 

Dimitrov also makes use of other'demagogicftl 
methods in his Report. For instance, he parodied 
the issues at stake and boiled them down to -
either mere repetition of the abstract truths of 

. communism in splendid· sectarian isolation, or the 
new line. His discussions of the history of the 
communist parties and the international movement are 
a masterpiece of garbling everything together. And 
he sidesteps one issue after another with empty 
rhetoric. 

One. of the main difficulties in evaluating the 
new line of the Seventh Congress is penetrating 
through all the camouflage and grasping what is 
actually (being put forth. 



A Cmgress of EiIpborla 

One additional feature of Dimitrov's confuslon
mongering deserves particular attention in and of 
itself. ' 

In our Party's study of the post-World War II 
per;iod, we noted how the mistaken orientations we~ 
put forward under the guise of the most optimistlc 
and euphoric assessments of the immediate prospects.' 
Various stands which one might have imagined could 
only be defended as the most' regrettable compromises 
forced by unfortunate circumstances were actually 
hailed as great advances and the key to unprecedent
ed victories. For example, each new watering down of 
the line by the World Peace Couilcil was hailed as 
the key that would unlock the door to millions upon 
millions of more sympathizers and block the road to 
war. And each new rightist' stand to be spread in 
the world communist movement' - from petty-lx>urgeois 
nationalism to parliamentary socialism - was hail~ 
as the breakthrough . that opened the doors to heaven. 

This type of offiCial euphoria to justify oppor
tunist stanCls makes its appearance in a big way at, 
the Seventh Congress; it l;Ilarks quite a contrast to 
the style of the previous World Congresses. 

The Seventh Congress met at a critical moment in 
the history ~of the world communist movement. A 
world clash of unprecedented proportions between 
communlsm and capitalism was in the making. Capi
talism was in the midst of deep crisis and revolu

. tion.ary forces were organizing, but at the same time 
the blight of fascism was spreading throughout Eu
rope and elsewhere. The working class movement 
faced grave torments and the most severe trial. 
This called for a sober assessment of the tactics 
for and the state qf the forces of the revolutionary 
movement: there had to be unbreakable confidence in 
the prospects of victory combined with the most 
practical and careful ,judgement concerning :the next 
steps to be taken. 

'Instead the Seventh Congress was responsible' for 
some \ of the most absurd assessments. While claiming 
that the new line was necessary to oppose secta
rianism which "finds expression particularly in 
overestimating the reyolutionization of the masses, 
in overestLllating the sPeed at which they are aban
doningrthe pOSitions of reformism, in attempts to 
leap over difficult stages and· over complicated 
tasks of the movement" (Dimitrov's Report, \ Section 
III), it made the most incredible claims· concerning 
what could be expected if only the new line were put 
in place. 

For exalnple, ' at the same time as he denounces 
"self-satisfied sectarianism" for "overestimating 
the revolutionization of the masses," he made the 

. . most eupnoric, complacent and absurd exaggeration of 
the revolutionization of the social-democratic par
ties and leaderships. According to Dimitrov,' it, was 
now the time for b.'1e amalgamation 'of the' Communlst 
and S?Cial-democratic parties. Meanwhile Pieck, in 
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his "Report on the ActiVities of the Executive Com
mittee of the CI" to the Seventh Congress, declared 
nothing less than the end of the danger of reform
ism.· "The era of the Second. International in, the 
ranks of the working class movement is over," he 
declared. "The situation in the capitalist coun
tries, the position of world capitalism, which Is 
unable to find a way out of its difficulties or to 
alleviate the want· and hunger of the.' m~, Shows, 
that a new rise, a new blossoming of reformism is 
already impossible.", : 

The spirit of Dimitrov's speech and the Seventh 
Congress as a Whole was that the problems in the 
past were all due to left sectarianism and would now 
all dissolv,e. If the communists faced great diffi
culties in penetrating the reformist trade unions, 
in stopping the fascist offensive, in training new 
members, in findIng a common language with and 
arousing backward masses, or in any sphere, it was 
all. due to tl;1is leftist sectarianIsm arid now would 
all be solved. 

TIns euphoria appeared as well on the question. of 
war and peace, where some truly astOnishing . assess
ments were made. It must be borne in ::nind that, at 
the time of the Seventh Congress, World War II was 
already casting its shadow before it.' The world 
communist movement was openly discussing this, and 
the Seventh Congress itself devoted much time .to 
queStions that stemmed from this. Yet the Seventh 
Congress demanded that agitation must center on 
putting forward the peace slogan. In his "Report on 
the Preparations for Imperialist War and the Tasks 
of the CI," Etcoli '(a pseudonym for Togliatti) de
clared' that "The IIopn of, peace beoomes our ceotral 
slogan 10 the fight agaioSt war." (IbId., p. 415) 

Indeed, in his "Reply to the Discussion," he 
explained! that: . 

"Under such circumstances, we must in con
cluding the discussion on this ·point o"f the 
agenda of our Congress ~ldly put forward the 
following prospect: that it is not only pos,si
ble ~o postpone war but that It Is evefi possi
ble '.to jJlev_ the oudJiec& « a new imperial
ist war. But for this prospect to become real, 
our whole fight against war must assume a char
acter differing profoundly from "that which it 
had before." (Ibid., p. 496, emphasis added) 

Thus the .new line would even prevent .the coming 
world war through agitation for peace' In general 
without the need to overthrow the bourgeoisie of key 
imperialist powers through revolution or any COntlec

tion to !;he revolutionary movement at all. And this 
incredible nonsense was said in 1935! Just try ~o 
find an example of self-satisfied euphoria that can 
beat tpat! And yet, this new line was promoted under 
the pretext that it was the former, Lenin~st stand 
that "attempt(ed)' to leap over difficult stages and 
over complicated task.s." 

I /, 
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Tbe UnIted Front From Above At All Costs . 

Now let us proceed to one of the key aspects of 
the new line~ The central theme ,of this line was 
the question of the unIted front. Dimitrov held 
that united front tactics were to be applied in a 
"new way." What was this way? 

We shall see tms "new way" unfold if we examine 
the sItuation in the mid-1930's and how Dimitrov
proposed to deal with it. 

Ditnitrov described, the difficulty facing the· 
workIng class as follows: 

".fascism was able to come to power prImartly 
because the working class, owing to the policy 
of class collaboration with the bourgeoisie 
pursued by the Social":Democratic leaders, 
proved to be split. politically and organi
zationally disarmed, in face of the onslaught 
of the bourgeoisie. And the Communist Parties, 
on the other hand, were mt~ enough to' be 
able, 'apart from and in the teeth of, the 
Social-Democrats, to rouse the masses and to 
lead them In' a decislve struggle against fas
clsm~" (See "Is,' the Victory of Fascism Inevi
table?" in Section I) 

This description brings up two basic aspects of 
the situation: the social-democratic parties colla
borated with or would not figq.t the faSCists, and 
the communist parties were not yet strong enough to 
rouse the masses in the face of social-democratic 
sabotage and diehard resistance. 

This was indeed a difficult and painful situa
tion. As a result, the working masses were forced 
in various countries to go through the torments of 
fascism. At the same time, this, experienc'e was 
itself' becoming a factor helpIng to arouse the world 
proletariat. 

How did' Dimitrov propose to deal with this situ~
tion? 

He asserts that: 
"Was the victory of fascism inevitable in 

Germany? No; the German working class could 
have prevented it. 

"But in order to do so, it should have 
compelled the establishment 'of a united anti
fascist proletarian front, forced the Social
Democratic leaders to put a stop to thelr cam
paign against the Communists and to accept the 
repeated 'proposals of. the Communist Party for 
united action against fascism." (Ibid.) , 

Dimitrov had just expla~ned that the social
democrats stubbornly stuck to the policy of class 
collaboration and it was necessary to organize the 
struggle "apart from and in the~ teeth 'ofthe Social
Democrats." He now closes lH~ eyes and "leap(s) 
over difficult stages and over complicated tasks" by 
throwing aside' his own description of the facts and 
concluding that the workers should have . and could 
have' compelled the social-democratic leaders to 
fight fascism. This is not an answer, but a sigh of 

r~gret or a te~rified retreat from reality. It is 
reformist fantasy, no matter how much it poses as 
sober realism. 

Why, didn't Dimitrov mention, either here or any
where else in his Report, that fascism would also 
have been defeated if . the workers' had succeeded in 
breaking free from social-democratic class collabo
ration and had ralUed aroUnd the fighting policy of 
the communists? Or that this was their task ir. 
order to defeat fascism after the fascist takeover. 

,Indeed, .this was how fascism was defeated in Alba-
nia. "There it was 'a matter of the relation of the 
communists with the bourgeois nationalists, the 

'. Balli Kombetar. (as the social-democrats were only a 
minor factor in Alba'nfa). The Albanian toiler~ 
never, succeeded. in forcing the Balli Kombetar into a 
united front with- the Communist Party, but insteac 
the CP of Albania (now called the Party of Labor: 
won the leadership of the masses through leadine 
them in the anti-fascist national liberation war. 
Of course, this did not happen in a mechanical way, 
with the masses declaring directly for all the prin
ciples of communism as ?gainst bourgeOis national
ism. T)1e ,o\lbanian communists made effective use 01 
united front tactics and of rallying. the massel 
,around the burning political tasK of the day: arme< 
struggle against the fascist occupiers. 

Perhaps it might be said that the Germancommun
-ists had not yet succeeded in breaking the massel 
fro:cnsocial-democracy, so that some other path wouk 
have been needed to stop fascism. But, by the, samE 
token, the German social-democratic . leaders hac 
remained agamant against fighting fascism, so thal 
the ,path of uniting with them in anti-fascist strug
gle had been simil~ly blocked. \ It is clear thal 
Dimitrov had not found a key overlooked by thE 
German communists. He was not giving a sober his-

'torieal assessment, but instead giving his recipE 
for what should be done in the future. 

Dimitrov gives only one prospect for defeatin~ 
fascism -- forcing the social-democratic parties, 
and their leadersips, to carry out an all-sided: 
militant and fighting proletarian policy and mergin! 
with them. 

There is no alternative in Dimitrov's Report. HE 
discusses all sorts of possibilities: will thE 
united front government be ,a necessary stage in thE 
road ,to revolution? how soon will the social-demo' 
crats form a single party with the communists? wha 
are the different types of demands that can bE 
raised in uniting with _ the social-democrats? But hE 
never raises what happens if the social-democrati< 
leaders, despite everything, Cannot be compelled t< 
become good boys. And yet this last alternative i 
the usual sitUation' facing the working claSs. 

. . The .ImplieatIonis crystal clear. One must comE 
,to terms with the social-democratic parties an( 

leaders a~ all costs. Anyone who doesn't, is ~ 
hopeless left sectar-ian. This is the "new way 
united front tactics are to be appUed. For Diml 
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trov, united front tactics and the very term "united 
front" apply only to united fronts from above with 
the social-demcicratic patties and ,their leaders (and, 
the liberals, pacifists, etc~) or ·to the process of 
bowing deeper and deeper to the right in .order to 
remove anything that stood. in the way of such agree
ments. 

This united front could allegedly be .. achieved 
immediately and without more ado. As Dimitrov Says, 
emphasizing every word: . : . 
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stant is equally absurd. 
y'etDimitrov is talkiilg precisely of a decisive 

and durable ,"unity of action" (which he does not -
call wInning the majority of the prQletariat to 
communism, a copcept he avoids talking about, proba
bly regarding such talk as sectarianism). He is not 
simply talking of united front. tactics. The German 
CP used united front tactics, but he critIcized them 
severely. The CI in ,general used united :front . tac
,tics before the Seventh Congress; but Dimitrov.is 

"... The first thing that must be_ done, the 
thing with which to commence, is to form a 
united front, to establish unity of 'action of 
the workers in every 'factory, in every dis
trict, 'in every region, in' every country, .all 
over the world." (At the start of Section IT) 

Ever since the CI was founded, it devoted all its 
efforts to establishing proletarian ·unity. It is 
clear that .this unity can only b~ accomplished in 
the course of arousing, the working masSes in strug
gle. But' noW Dimitrov informs us that it is all ' 
very simple - just begin with establishing a' united 
front. Compel thesocial,-democratic parties and 
leaders. to take part in the struggle. The contex~ 
makes it quIte clear that when Dirp.itrov says "the 
f~rst thing," this is not just an agitational turn 
of phrase. Indeed, as Dimitrov says a few paragraphs 
later, "And it [Dunity of aotion by the proletariat 
in the individual countries and throughout the whole 
world'} is posSible at tJ.'1is very' moment." And if in 
fact it was not obtainable "at this very moment," 
this was allegedly the fault of t~e leftistsectar
iaoism of the commtmists.' 

" calling' for something different. Furthermore" it is 
clear that, to stop fascism when the, bourgeOisie is 
intent on installing it in power, one needs a solid 
unity, of action, not just individual successes. No, 
it, is precisely a' solid, durable unity of the prole-

, tl:iriat as a w~ole which Dimitrov is, saying Is ob
tainable in an instant, obtainable via major united 
fronts from above with the social-democratic parties 
and leaders. 

Of COtIrse, it was possible at that very moment to 
use united front tactics. Such tactics 'are general':" 
ly applicable, even at unfavorable moments.' For 
example, even during the present ebb in the mass 
movement our Party is able to use Leninist united. 
front tactics and this is one of the secrets of our 

, success. But this is not the same thing as obtain
ing agreements with the opportunists, ,althotigh:such 
agreements carinot be ruled out in principle. . 

, Nor is it the same thing as creating a situation, 
where "unity of action"can be said to' prevail among 
the proletariat. Individual successes" cannot be 
described as establishing the general "unity of 
action" of the proletariat; for example, consider 
Lenin's description of. a demonstration in -Rome where 
the proletariat followed, the communists against' the 
fascists. He said that . this was an example of 
winn,ing the majority of the proletariat, but de
scribed \ it as 'doirig so "only partially, only momen
tarily, only locally". ("A Letter to the' German 
Communists, August 14, 1921", Collected Works. Vol. 
32, p. 522) 
" To assert 'that a Qurable unity of action of the , 

entire' proletariat was possible all over the world 
at that very instant in 1935 was absurd~ In gen
eral, to assert that the unity of action of the 
prolet,ariat can ,be established at will at any in-

How was tbe UnIted F~ From AbOYe to be CIJtaIned1 

But how was one to achieve these majqr united 
front agreements from above, this complete unity of 

,action, in. the face of social .... democratic splitting 
activity and class collaboration? What Gould the 
communists do' that was so dramatiCally different 
from what they had already been 'domg? . 
, The implication of. Dimitrov's Report was clear: 
theytnust' m~e one con~on after another. , They 
must," sell the communist tactics and organization off 
piece by piec~. And in fact, under the new 'line, 
the comi1luniSt p-arties would have to' sen various 
forms of the mass struggle; fractions. in the trade 
'unions; opposition. to opportunist politics; revolu
. tionary agitation; support for the liber~tio/lstrug-
gle' of the colonies, etc. './ ' 

Dhnitrov suggests throughout his' Report that it 
suffices for the communists to merely (merely!) 
shelve the revolution, as if it were something af
fecting orIly the future and could be safely left to 
the future. . He apparently believed that it, was only 
the future inSUrrection that div~ded the soclal
democrats and the communists, at least now that the 
fascist offensive had radicalized the social-demo
cratic parties and leaders, so that both social ... 

. oomocr.aticand ~mmunist parties could enthusiasti-
cally unite on tlie, immediat~ tasks. So, by raising 
the banner of bourgeois democracy_ by leaving revo-, 
lution out of mass agitation, by adapting to the 
prejudices of the petty-bourgeoisie, unity could be 
achieved right away, with the revolqtion left over 
as a futur~ issue. '. 

This idea of Dimitrov's Is expressed most, clearly 
in his denigration of socialist revolution' and eIIi-' 
brace ofbol!I'geois democracy, which will be d,ealt 
with in a subsequent article. But it is alsoex-- ........ 
pressed" 'in 'mor:.e veiled form., 'in his description of \ 
the united, front. ! 

Thus let Us' examine more of Dimitrov's passage 
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where he says that unity· of action is possible "at 
this very moment". On the surface, this passage 

• apparently simply reiterates, in better or worse 
fashion, the ABC's of united front tactics, namely, 
that the masses must be united in the struggle 
against the class enemy even though b'1ey still have 
not adopted the slogan for revolution. But the 
meaning of a passage depends on the context, as 
well as the words. 

Dimitrav states: 
"... The establishment of unity of action by 

all sections of the/working class, irrespective 
. 'of their party or organizational affiliation, 

is necessary even before the majority of the 
worldng class Is tmlted In the struggle foc the 
overthrow of capitalism and the vlctmy of the 
proletarian revolution. 

rtIsit possible to realize this unity of 
action - by the proletariat in the individual 
muntri~ and throughout the whole world? Yes, 
it Js. And it is possible at this very moment. 
The Communist Intemational attaches no condi
tions to unity of action except one, and that 
an elementary condition acceptable for all 
workers, viz.;- that the unity of action be 
directed against fascJsm, against the offensive 
of capJtal, against the threat of war, against 
the class enemy. This is our. mndition." 

Dimitrov here is talking about the general unity 
of action of the proletariat, not individual united 
actions, as we observed at the end of the last 
section. This IS one of the reasons why this passage 
is not simply the ABC's of united front tactics. 

We would note that the development of durable 
unity of action of the proletariat, whenever. the 
proletariat has developed beyond a certain point, lis 
generally not independent of its revolutionary sen
timents and pat1ty affiliations. If the proletariat 
is not in a militant mood, if revolutionary senti
ment is not building up, it is rarely likely that it 
will be able to sustain powerful class battles. We 
must win the majority of the working class for 
communism if we wish to speak of a united 
proletariat, of ending the split in the working 
class move:nent.The question of the slogan for 
revolution is one thing, but the question of whe¢er 
the struggle takes on revolutionary features, over
flows the bounds of normalcy is another. A prole
tariat that is still enchained to reformist normalcy 
will not unite with the revolutionary proletariat in 
major class clashes. Or, to be precise, such unity 
will only take place a'S the· proletariat throws off 
the reformist chains. 

This brings us to perhaps the basic point. Dimi-:
trov talks of whether the majority of the working 
class is united for the victory of the proletarian 
revolution. But Dimitrov never distinguishes in his 
Report between conscious unity behind the slogans 
for the revolution and the question of revolutionary 
versus reformfstmethods in the class struggle. For 

Dimitrov, the revolution is always some far ofl 
goal. There is never the question· of developing thE 
revolutionary movement at the present moment. 

Once one understands t.1Us· view of Dimitrov, th~ 
above passage becomes in his hands, whatever il 
would be, in someone else's, the simple demand thaI 
the revolution be set aside. Revolutionary work i: 
simply the future insurrection Itself, and wh) 
interrupt the present class struggle by interjectioE 
it? - . , 

In fact, the sociaI-dempcrats and the communist: 
were sharply divided on the question of strugglE 
agai'lSt or. collaboration with the bourgeoisie. Thil 
question was the vital question for the immediatE 
struggle and not just for the ultimate day of insur' 
rection. The question of revolutionary versus reo 
formist ~nethods permeates every aspect of the on· 
going class struggle. 

Lenin stresred that the difference between mm· 
munism and sociai-democracy concemed every spher< 
of work, not just the day of insurrection. He hel( 
that: 

" ••• The Scheidemann [social-democratic rabi( 
social-chauvinist;>J and- Kautsky [social-demo· 
cratic centrists and phrasemongersl gang diffel 
from us not only (and not chiefly) because the~ 
do not remgnize the armed uprising and we do 
The chief and radical difference is that in a] 

I sph~res' of work (in bourgeois parliaments 
trade unions, co-operatives, journalistic work 
etc.) they pursue an inconsistent, opportunis 
policy, even a policy of downright treacher; 
and betrayal. 

"Fight against the SOCial-traitors, agains 
reformism and opportunism--this political lin! 
can and must be followed without exception il 
all spheres of our struggle." (IIGreetings t( 
Italian, French and German Communists, ,r Oct 
1919, emphasis as in the original) 

This iswhy~t was and is impossible to achiev! 
unity with the social-democratic parties and leader 
simply by dealing with the immediate issues. Bu 
the new line made failure to immediately aChieve th 
united front unb'1inkable. Thus . began b'1e process 0 

selling the ciass struggle and the communist organi 
zation to the social-democrats (and even the lib 
enils) in exchange for agreements or the illusion a 
agreements. • 

- This process of unprincipled concessions has : 
certain momentum· of its own. 'Whatever Dimitrov 
Stalin and other proponents of the new line ma: 
originally have fel t was the acceptable limits t· 
concessions, there was. a constant pressure to g. 
further and further downhill as time went on. B. 

. the· time of the Seventh Congress, in order t 
achieve united front agreements with the Frenc 
sociaI-democrats, the. concessions had gone very fa 
indeed. On one hand, the methods· of struggle wer 
to be limited to what was acceptable to .the social 
democrats. On the other hand, things went so fa . . 
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that Dimitrov sanctioned the liquidation' of trade 
union fractions. 

COmmunist fractions in'" the trade unions were one 
of the, basic parts of the organization, of the par-:
ties of the CI. Yet Dimitrov; in order to justify 
the agreements the French CP had reached with the 
French social-democrats just before the Seventh 
Congress, brushed their, liquidation aside with '~ 
sweep of the hand. H~ didn't discuss the I utter 
seriousness of this concession, point to any excep
tional circumstances that might jus'tify taking such 
a step temporarily, or deal with what measures 
should be taken to ensure that it wasn't simply a 
major step on the liquidationist road (apparently, no 
such preventative measures were taken). He didn't 
discuss any way to achieve the purposes of trade 
union fractions in some other form. 

Instead 'DImitrov connected the liquidation of, the 
trade unions to his acceptance of the' Idea' of "the 
independence of the, uni ted trade unions of all po
litical parties." This is usually called "trade 

, union' neutrality," and the CI had, poInted for years 
to the fraud of so-called "trade union neutrality" 
and its real, meaning as dependence on bourgeois 
politics. Even the Second International, in the 
days /before its bankruptcy, had dealt with ~his 
issue. Lenin pointed out~ with reference to the' 
Seventh Congress of the Second International in 
Stuttgart, ,that it had resolved the issue of "trade 
union neu,trality":, , 

"The resolution on the relations between the 
socialist parties and the trade uniohs Is of 

-, especial importance to us Russians. • •• And the 
Stuttgart resolution--as Kautsky righ..tly ob
served anEl as anyone who takes the trouble to 
read 'it carefully will see--puts an end to 
recognition of the °neutrality' pr.inclple .. 
There is not a word in it about neutrality or 
non-party principles. ,On the contrary, it 
definitely recogniz.es the need for closet and 
stronger connections between the unions arid the 
socialist parties." ("The International So
cialist Congress in Stuttgart," Collected 
Works, vol. 13, p. 78) 

In a separate article, entitled "Trade Union 
Neutrality," Lenin stressed that: 

-!lOur whole Party, consequently, has noW , 
recognized that work in the trade unions must' 
be conduct~d not in the spirit of trade union 
neutrality but In the spirit of the closest 
possible relatioris between them and the Social
Democratic Party'" It is also recognized that 
the' partisanshIp of the trade unIons must be 
achieved exclusively by S.D. work within the 
unions, that the S.D.'s must form solid Party 
units in the unions, ••• " (Collected Works, 
vol. 13, p. 460) 

By accepting trade union neutrality in principle; 
Dimitrov showed the full opportunis. nature of his' 
bartering with the soaial:-democrats. Dimitrov ' 

, ' ' 
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showed' the essence of the new line -, covering up 
the abandonment of real· work with fine phrases - by 
pontificating that he, would accept trade union neu
trality but not the' dependence of the trade unions 
on the bourgeoisie. He told the Seventh CongreSs: 

" ••• We are even prepared to forego the idea 
of creating Communist fraotions in the trade 
unions if that is necessary to promote trade 
union unity. We are ,prepared to come to terms 
as to the independence of the united trade 
1,lnions of all political parties. Bue we are 
,decidedly opposed to any dependence Of the 
trade unions on the bourgeOisie, and do not 
give up our basic point of view that it is 
impermissible for trade unions' to adopt a neu-

e eral pOSition in. regard to the class struggle 
between the proletariat and the bourgeoisIe." 
(From near the end of Section V~) -

, Here Dimitrov' f1rst 'accepts trade union neutral
ity. and then tries to sound orthodox by saying that 
he is against the trade tlnions being neutral in the 
class struggle. This is just acrobatics. The inde-

,pendence of the trade unions from t~e political 
party' of th;e class-conscious, workers inevitably 

. fosters opportunism' and standing aside from the 
political struggle, which in turn affects the very 
conduct of the economic struggle itself. , The CI 
taught for years t:q.at alleged independence' from 
parties in,evitahly meant dependence on bourgeois 
politics. 'Lenin pounded this home, as we~lt and 
point~d out that the way out of neutrality was 
precisely the formation of revolutionary groups in 
,the unions and close connections with the proletar-
ian I 'party. He wrote: -

" •• ~A truth most strikingly confirmed, by the 
war should be brought home to the masses, name
ly, that so-called '0 neutrality' is, botlrgeois 
deception or hypocrisy, that in fact it means 
passive submission to the bourgeoisie and to 
suqh of Us partIcularly disgusting undertFlk
ings as imperialist war. • •• ' Special Soclal
Democratic groups must be formed within all 
such organizations [0 the industrial organiza
tions of the working class, office employees, 
etc.' ]; ••• " (''Tasks of the Left Zlmmerwaldists 
in ~e Swiss Social-DemoCratic Party," Collect
ed WorkS, Vol.' 23. p. 144) , ' , ' 

Dimitrov devot~s his effort to liberal phrase
making -rather than real work. ,Furthermore, note how 
the momentum for one' concession after another 
builds. Dimitrov's passage justifying abandoning 
the trade union fraction was written to justify the 
French, but it is stated ·for all countries. One 
suspects that this concession then became a minimum 
detn~d which every reformiSt everywhere could demand 
of ,the communists, if he so chose: abandon your 
fraction and accept trade union neutrality (or "In
dependenc~") - the French have alreadjr done so and 
your Dimitrov declared that you t09 will be willing 
to do so.' " 
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Thus the "new wayllthat united front tactics were 
to be interpreted' is. clear~ United front . tactics 
Here now to mean the formation at all costs' of major 

. agreements from above . with the social-democratic 
parties and their leaders and' the liberals. These 
agrP...ements, the united front. from above, were no, 
longer a part of ,united front tactics,as appropri
llte, but were to be regarded as the. very touchstone 
of real unIted front work as opposed to. sectarhm
is:n. !'-10 longer would· such agreements be judged by 
revolutionary criteria, but the revolutionary cr1':' 
teria . would be judged by their approprlatrnes,s for 
such . agreements. . ". 

This was' to meu;} :naking tremendous :concessions to . 
bring about the, 'united . front from above, since there 
was no other, way to entice the social-democrats and. 
liberpIs. These concessions would mean not just 
changing the tone. of the 'struggle agalnst opportun
Ism, as is $Ornetimes necessary, but would amount to 
tC?ning down the class struggle.· to what was aoCep": 
table to the social-democrats and ·liberals. The 
fancy words and slick demagogy ',to the contrary, .' it 
:would not. be a united front in support of ~harp 

. class struggle, but. a struggle and organization 
watered down to wo.at was acceptable .to the ho~-for 

,alUes. And one of the tasks· of the' Seventh Con
gress was to work' out methods of agitation that 
might not fr1ght~n away th~ hoped-for "ailies and 
to tar the revolutionary methods of work to ~ dis
carded as. "sectarIanism." 

0aI:s CoDabomtJoo. with the BourgeoiS' ~ 
It &'lould alsO be not~ that the new . line demand .. 

ed' not only. the united ftont from above . at all' cOsts 
with the soclal~emocrats, but also a firm alliance . 
with t}}e liberals. Therefore. concessions were to 
be made to them also. as well as to the soolal
democrats:· Thus the scope of concessions kept 
widening. Any talk of real social measureS' to aid 
the \VOrkL11g ma.~ was a fraud- if these mecy;ures had 
to be designed In a way' that wouldn't frighten the 
liberal~. . '., 

In his Report, . Dimitrov demanded alliance with 
,the liberals through a perversion of the idea of a 
"people's front". Dimitrov carefully distinguished 
In his Report between his version of tIie' united 
front of the working class (which he • regarded basi
cally as the alliance from above with the sooial
demo~rats) and his version of, the "broad people's' 
anti-fascist front" ( which. in his yiew, included' or 
is even mainly the i111iance with. the liberals) •. 

, 'Diinitrov' begIns by talking militantly of a 
people's front of the working class, peasantry and \ 
the basic mass of the utban petty-bourgeoisie. . This 
is not a bad idea at all, and· it is. only too bad 

/ that, as we shall soon~, that Dimitrov really :has 
something else in mind. But Dimitrov postur~ mili
taritly, . and presents himself as for· an alliance of 
the working' m~; . stressing that the formation' of 
such a people's front of the' working masses 

. , 

' .• "is a particularly important task. The success 
. of the. entire struggle of the proletariat is 
closely connected with the establishment of a 

. fighting alliance between the proletariat on 
,'. the one hand and. the toiling peasantry and the 

basic mass of· the urbari I petty bourgeoisie con
stituting' a majority of the population of even 
illdustrially. developed countries, on the 
other. II (See the passage "The Anti-FasCist 
People's Front" in Section. II of hls Report.) 

Here it SOl-luds as if Dimitrov is talking. about 
the necessity for the proletariat to lead the other. 
toiling masses -in other words, the basic ABC's of 
COflUUuplst tactics. The pre-Seventh Congress united 
front .tactics pf the CI had always dealt with the 
peasantry and urban petty-bourgeoisie. . •. 

BlIt you know our Dlmitrov's way of. talking at the 
Seventh Congress. It turns out that Dimitrov, by a 
sleight of hand, actually is referring a1so to, or 
even primarily to, bourgeois (}rganizations and par
ties. Look how Dlmitrov makes the transition from 
the wor~dng masses to bourgeois organizations in 
this passage, a few paragraphs later, where he goes 
on to stress that: .. 

"In forming the anti-fascist people's front, 
a correct approach to tho/>e organizations and 

.' parties to. which a considerable number of the 
. toiling peasantry and the mass of the urban 
petty bourgeoisie belong is of great impor
tance. 
. "In the capitalist countries, the majority 

. of these parties and organizations. political. 
as well as economic, are' still under. the in
fluence of the bourgeoisie and follow it. • •• 
They include big kulaks (rich peasants) side by 
side with landleSs peasap.ts,· big business men -
alongside of petty shopkeepers, but control Is 
In the haoc;Is of the fermer, the agents of big 

/ ~ltal. ••• Under certain conditions, we can 
i:llld must bend our effortS to the task of draw
~ng these parties and organizations or' certain 
sections of them to the side of the anti
fascist people's front, .desplte their bourgeois 
leadership. Such. for instance, Is today the 

\ -\ 

sltuatlon In Fraooe with the Radlcal Party •••• " _ 
(Ibid.. emphasis added) '. 

But what are the parties that are under the 
; control of the agents of big capital? Isn't this ~ 
I euphel~ism ,for the capitaIistparties? For example, 
't.he Democratic' Party in the U.S .. is under. the con-

trol of agents of big capital, and pursues ,the 
. interests of the capitalist class, yet· it appeals to 

and hoodwinks. wide sections of the petty bourgeoiSie 
and part' of the working class. And indeed, in his 
Report; Dimitrov,. while pretending to oppose both 
Democrat and Republican, already has several hints 
about supporting the Democrat Franklin Roosevelt for 
reelecUon as president, while after the Seventh 
Congress the CI never rebuked the Communist Party of 
the USA or its leader Browder for the policy of 



alliance with the Delnocratic Party.' 
Lenin long ago pointed out that the class nature 

of the British Labor Party couldn't be determined 
simply by its working class followirg and that it 
was actually a "thoroughly bourgeois party" •. (See 

,the "Speech on Affiliation to' the British Labor 
Party" at the SecOnd Congress of the CI.) Amd here 
Lenin was talking about the British Labor Party, 
which had a direct organizational base in the trade 
unions and had the' avowed goal of bringing together 
b'1e working class. How much more does this apply to 
ordinary bourgeois parties, such as the Democratic 
Party and the French Radicals? (And, fori that 
matter, even fascist parties, parties of the most 
reactionary elements of the bourgeoisie, have, if 
they are mass parties, some following among the 
pet ty-bourgeoisie.) 

Indeed, it ,is crystal clear that Dimitrov is 
referring to I bourgeois parties because he himself is 
careful to call for alliance with the Radical Party 
(also sometimes called Radical-Socialists, . but it 
was not the social-democratic party but the liberal 
party) and including it. in the anti-fascist people's 
front. And the Radicals were a notorious dO-nothing 
party of corrupt parliamentarians, a party whose 
role 'was to enable various liberal mayors and other 
politicians to enter -the French Chamber (parliament) 
and exploit it as their private preserve. Yet this 
talk of the Radicals was not a slip of the tongue by / 
Dimitrov, but was fully verified by the talk of the 
French 'delegation, at the Seventh Congress about 
their new rapprochement with the Radicals. 

It is one thing to take account of the differ
ences between the bourgeois -liberals and the bour
geois reaction. It is quite another to prettify the 
liberals as ihlti-fascist fighters, to bring them 
into the anti-fascist front, to prettify their par
ties as organizations of the working masses, and to 
insist that "the suCcess of the entire struggle of 
the proletariat is closely connected with the estab
lishment of a fighting alliance" with the liberal 
parties. 

What does a general plan of alliance with the 
liberals mean? It means making a mockery of all 
talk of social measures to aid the workers and 
peasants, for, such measures would upset the liberal 
bourgeoisie. And indeed this was the history of the 
Papillar Front, with the Radicals in Fr~mce. It means 
making a mockery of ail talk of stern measures 
against fascism. And indeed this was the result of 
the Popular Front with tHe Radicals. It means aban
doning the class analysis of fascism becaus~ this 
might offend the bourgeois liberals, and it means 
surrendering altogether the task -of building the 
independent movement of the working masses, . giving 
up the work. to 'Hin the working masses away from the 
bourgeoisie, and ins tead lapsing into, nay, running 
towards, class collaboration. And indeed this was 
the poison that began to corrode the French Commun
ist Party as it pursued the Popular Front with the 
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Radicals. 

Bourgeois Liberalism Feared the Revolutionary 
Movement Mre Than It Feared Fascism 

Thus' we have seen that Dimitrov presents matters 
as if the bourgeois liberals were fighters against 
fascism. He bases his tactics on the view that the 
liberals will fight reaction and are an important 
section of the anti-fascist fighters. It is implied 
that the working class must put aside it~ class 
struggle because it hindered a people's front with 
such anti-fascist' fighters as the liberals. 

But what does the actual experience of the anti
fascist struggle show? Were theboorgeois liberals 
anti-fascist fighters? 

The bourgeois liberal prefers milder forms of 
bourgeois rule than fascist reaction. But liberal
ism as a political trend fears the revolution more 
than it fears reaction. Liberalism aims at main
.taining capitalist exploitation and, at holding the 
masses down; this gives it something in common with 
the reaction. Like the reaction, it appeals to the 
exploi ters' and tries to prove, to the bourgeoisie 
that it is the best representative of its interests. 
And when the bourgeoisie inclines to anew offensive 
against 'the masses, liberalism adapts itself to this 
offensiVe and even argues that it can carry it out 
mpre effiCiently than the clumsy, heavyhanded reac
tion. 

'Phis is why the basic stand of the bourgeois 
liberal is high-sounding phrases abortt democracy, 
about 'the constitution, about the love of humanity, 
and, in practice, taking part in the bourgeois re
pression. of the masses. Today for example, the 
liberill Democrats appeal for votes from the masses 
by talking about how they oppose Reaganism, while in 
Congress they pass one police-state and militarist 
'measures after another, one austerity measure after 
another, one anti-immigrant measure after another. 
This was also the typical method of the liberal of 
the 1930s. 

The French Radicals proved in the 1930s that' they 
were no anti-fascist fighters. They constantly 
refrained fro.m acting against the fascists, w,hile 
harshly imposing one austerity measure aftet another 
on the working II}.asses. Needless to say, they saw no 
need to support struggle against Franco's fascist 
revolt in Spain either. And, after the outbreak. of" 
World War II, it was fine. with them to see the 
communist organizations in France banned, the. main 
trade unions disbanded, communist militants carted 
off to prison, etc. . 

Then France fell. Faced with the occupation of 
France by the German Nazis, what did the' Radicals· 
do? 'Many pn?minent Radical leaders. rushed. to join 
the Nazi puppet government of Marshall Petain, which 
was allowed by' b'1e NazIs to administer one part of 
France. 

The sorry collapse of French Radicalism in the 
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face of fascism was by no mea~ an exception to the 
general history of bourgeois liberalism nor the 
particular history of the French Radicals. Consi
der, for example, the role .of Italian lIberalism ·in. 
the riste of the fasCist Mussolinl in the 1920s. 

DurIng' a crucial part of Mussolini's drive for 
Power, the Italian Pridle' Minister was ·Giovanni Gio-

, little Giolitti was a longstanding liberal: why, 
he had even taken a neutralist stand in World War I. 
In tenns ,of contemjX>rary American jX>litics, he could· 
be compared to Ted Kennedy or Georg~ McGovern, but 

, it would perhaps be better to go back 50 years and 
compare him to Frariklln Roosevelt, as both Roosevelt 
and Giolitti spehtlong years' as the head of state. 

As If liberal, GioIitti saw himself as. a represen
tative .of the bourgeois order. Faced after World 
War I with a revolutionary crisis and the mass' 
upsurge of the Italian' workers, Giolittt saw the 
need to repress the risihg revolutionary. movement. . 
For this reason, under Giolitti, the government kept 
fostering the' fascist bands, . paying retired army 
officers to organize these bands,looking the other 
\Yay when these bands looted and killed, etc. Natu
rally, Giolitti himself engaged in all the proper 
HberaHabor talk to hoodwink the reformist leaders 
of the,Socialist Party of Italy and the '1lain trade 
unions. This use of liberal deception was. how he 
maneuve~ with the .reformists to sabotage the Ital
ian general strike and factory takeover of 1920 •.. 
The working class movement was to be called· off and . 
trust placed in the promises of Giolitti' to in fro
duceworkingclaSs participation in management of 
the factories through govemment legislatiori. . 

. Meanwhile. GioUtti kept waving the big stick 
behind his' back. 

GioUtti was not himself for a. fascist takeover. 
Indeed, he was one of the major figures of the 
bourgeois opposition to fascism during the eiirly 
days of Mussolini's rule. But, as Prime Minister, 

. he not only hadn't foght the fascists, but he had 

. found them useful as a tool to murder revolution
aries and smash.' the revolutionary movement. The 
result. of Giolittl's activity as Prim& Minister had 
been to pave the way to jX>wer \ for Mussollni. . And, 
in his later activity as a leader of the· bourgeois 
opjX>Sition to fascIsm, he was still more against' 'the . 
masSes rlslngthan. he' Was against M~lini. . 

Of course, not all liberals are as "left" as 
GIolitti. Consider the ·present-day opposition to 
the brutal, bloody rule of Pinochet in Chile. A 
bourgeoIs liberal opposition to Pinochet has devel
oped, led by the Christian Democratic Party. These 
liberals worked for the. original takeover by 
Pinochet and continued to support his bloody rule 
for a numoor of years. But' when the mass upsurge' 
began to shake 'the Pinochet tyranny, the Chilean 
bourgeoisie began to fear that the anti-fascist 
struggle' would lead ·to revolUtion and one section of 
the bourgeoisie began to support liberal opposition 
as an _ alternative to revo~ution. '. 

. , 

Thus there can· be no Plusions in t~e anti
fasCist fervor of liberalism. But the pfecise char
acterof ,any particular liberal group cannot be 
deduce<I from general prinCiples, but must be deter
mined concretely. ~ome liberals and liberal groups, 
pass over to fascIsm at certain times; other lib- \ 
erals never endorse fascism, although their activity 
facilitates fa.scism either directly' by fostering 
fascist groups or through their activities in sub
verting the mass movement. Other, liberals resist 
fasCism to this or that degree, but with the aim of 
ensuriog that capitalism is preserved and the strug
gle stays within narrow bounds. . And there are, cases 
of working masses who really want to fight, although 
they are under the influence of liberal. poUtical 
affiliations; this case however is unstable, since 
e~ther they will eventually give ty> their- liberals 
or their struggle. The exact stamI of the 'liberal 
groups is important in determining the tactics to
wards them. 
. Lenin himself deal~ with the particular example 
of the French RadiCals in the pre·World . War I period 
hi his brief article "On France" of 1913 .(see Gol-' 
lected Works, ·vol. 36, pp. 253-255). This is an 

. example which is quite typical of liberal bourgeois 
parties. In thIs article Lenin protested ,against 
'.'the remarkable act of spinelessl1e$S on the part of 
Gustave Herve", who went over from semi-anarchism to 
advocating alliance with the bourgeois' Radicals for 
fear of what Lenin called "the pres.ent reactionary 
w,ave of chaUvinism, nationalism and imperialism in 
France." Lenin jX>inted out that it was the Social
ists (he wrote this prior to World War I, before the 
.socialist Party went bankrupt and betrayed the work
ing class) who were. fighting again~t the reaction 
and working for a "proletarian bloc".' Meanwhile the 
liberals were wavering and, in fact, various lib
erals were supjX>rting or even campaigning for reac-
tionary measures. . . 

Lenin distlngulshf3d bet ween the liberals and the 
reactionaries. He pointed out that " ••• the Social
ists have never refused to support the Radicals to 
the extent that they oppose the reactionaries. " 
(Emphasis. in the originall But this does not re

,quire the workers to line up with the Radicals. And 
only by exposing the Radicals could the class-con ... 
scioJlS "workers detach truly democratic elements from 
them. 

Lenin stressed:' 
''How can there be a bloc, then, with this 

shameless bourgeois party .of Radicals and ORad
lcal-Socialists'? . Only by agitation against it 
among the masses can the French Socialists 
detach all democratic. elements from . that party, 
thereby obligf.ng some part of it to go left, 
towards democracy." 

And he jX>lnted ·out that it was precisely such· agita
tion that would,. incidentally, cause many Radicals 
to think. twice about votipg f9r reactionary measures. 

He wrote: 

-' 



'trhe only serious support for democracy and 
, the Republic in France (as everywhere ~lse)i& 

the masses, the masses of workers and with them 
also the small peasants, and not the parliamen
tary politicians, buffoons, careerists and 
adventurers of the 'bourgeois parties, who de
clare themselveS ° Radical-SociaUsts' one day, 
only to sell out democracy and courftry the next ",' , day... . ' 

And then followed World War I. In this-w:ar it 
was the French Radical leader Clemenceau who was the 
ultra..:cb.auvinist who eampaighed. against the' govern .. , 
merit on behalf of an even tougher policy of war to 
the bitter end and iron suppression 6f the rebel
lious workers. And the bourgeoisie granted Clemen
ceau leadership of France to carry out the ultra
militarist program. It ca!} hardly be thought that 
th~ later experience of the . French ,Radicals was any 
great surprise. " 

Thus the bourgeois liberals have ,variou~ stands, 
from justifying fascism to wringing their hands over 
~t, but they have never been known as fighters 
against reaction. The class-conscious workers need 
special; tac1<ics to deal with the liberals, but the 
aim of these tactics is not to cement the t:l:le work- ' 
ing masses to the liberal b,ourgeoisie, but tO,build 
the unity ""f the working masses by winning the 
masses away from liberalism and to a real struggle., 
Even' when the working masses and the 'liberals find 
themselves fighting on the sam~ Side, it is the aim 
of communist tactics to' ensure the independent mobi
lization of the working masses and to win them away 
from illusions in the ,liberals. 

~ Also Feared, the ProIeIartan 
Revo1udoo. Mme '(ban .It Feared Fascism ' 

As we have seen, the new line of the Seventh 
Congress centered on the view tL'lat sOcial-democracy 
had become progressive and pro-working class. If 
held tha.t the only way fascism could be defeated was" 
through' an all-encompassing united front/from above 
with the soCial-democrats; and it strove for this 

'. united t front at all costs. Further, it held that 
the political unity of the working Class would be 
restored through merger of the social-democratic and 
communist parties,. and that such mergers would come' 
quite soon.' . , 

What did the history of -the struggle against 
, fascism .show? Were th~ social-democratic parties I 

and leaders really mllitant fighters against fas~ 
cism,' . to say- nothing of allegedly being pro-working 
class and reaay to merge with the communist parties 
to form new, united revolutionary parties? 

As the Seventh Congress took the example of 
. France as its model, it may be useful to see what 
happened to the French social-democrats, whose. party 
was the SFIO (for French Section .of the Workers' 
(Second) 'InternationaI). 

The' SFIO ministers in the Popular Front govern-
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ment were quite happy to restrict themselves to sOme 
mild· reforms and to fai1" to cartY'out even the 
promises of the Popular Front' program.' Indeed, it 
was the social-democrat Blum, theri head of the: gov
ernment, who announced . the "pause" in implementing 

~ the Popular Front program in February 1937, whereby 
the government instituted aust~rity' measures and 
gave up ev~n the pretext ofw:orking to crupr. out its 
own program and instead called a "pause". Needless 
to Say, the Popular Front government didn't encour
age, but on the cOntrary put a damper on the activi-

, ty of the working .m~ against the employers." As 
well, the social-democrats didn't push. through any 
measures that, would have really smashed' the fascist 
bands or purged the French bureauctacy and army' of 
fascism. .... 

It was also Blum who didn't -just Cbnsentto 'the . 
, strangulation of the anti-fascist fighters in Spain, 

but who was an initiator, "international leader and 
organizer of the carnpaign\ for "non-intervention" in 
Spain, whereby the bourgeois-democratic countries i 

not only"refused to send. aid to the Spanish Loyal
ists' (opponents of Franco), but embargoed 'military 
suppUes to Spain, supposedly as a way tbf6rce Nazi 
Germany -and fascist Italy to stop aiding' Franco by 
setting a good example.. ' 

But there was more, to come. 11ie'banla'uptcy of 
the SFIO was - fully displayed aftetthe fall of 
France to the Nazis, when. FranCe was divldedinto 
one' area directly . administered by the Gennan Nazis 
and another region adminiStered ):>y b'le Nazi puppet 
regime of Marshall Petain. The majority' of .its 
parliamentarians voted on July 10, 1940. to glve' 
dictatorial powers to Marshall Petain, . ~ he Set' up 
the pro-nazi Vichy regime. Prominent· . leaders of the 
SFIO accepted positions in the Vicpy'govermnent, 
including Paul Faure, who had been secretary of the ' 
SFIO, Spinasse, who had been minister of commerce in 
Blum's. Popular Front governmen~, and' the trade union 
leader Rene "Belin. ' ' 

Despite th)s" the: SFIO, like other partiel and 
trade unions, was suppressed and various leaders 
arrested'" But, Dimitrov to the contrary; the ,re
pression of social-democracy by the fascists did' not 
convert, social-democracy into militant fighters~ 
Instead, the Sf 10 went to pieces, some leaders ,going 
over to fascism while another section of it'even-, 
£':ually' reorganized and resisted fascism, albei~' in 

"" the social-democratic manner -- loyal to' Anglo-' 
American-F~nch imperialism' and serving as aI1: anti
communist . buffer to prevent proletarian" revolution.· 

Dimitrov had claimed, at the Seyenth' Congress, 
that the working class should have forced the German . 
social-democratic party and leaders to fight'.. He 
had implied that it was. just the ~arianism ,of the 
Genhan communists that had prevented the working 
class from accomplishing this transformation of 
socilll-democracy, . and . ,the new Une 'adopted at . !;he ' 
Seventp. Congress was supposed to eliminate' 'thIs 
sectarianism and ensure united action with soclal-

.. '" 
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democracy as· a whole in defeating fascism. And b'1e 
French coillmunists were supposed to be model in im-

-' plementlng t.he new line. . 
.But it seem$ that half a· decade of the flew, line : 

with respect to French social-democracy did not· 
, prevent it from either working to impose· aust,erity 
on the French workers, or helping to strangle the. 
Spanish anti-fascist fighters, or seeing many of its 
leaders go off and join the pro-NazI Vichy regime. 

. This treachery of the French Social-<;lelUocrats was'· 
not' something new to the history of world social
democracy. One . can recall the Conciliation Pact of 
1921 of the Italian sQcial-democratic leaders wi th 
Mussolini, where b'1ey dealt with his drive to· power 
and his armed smashing up of .working Class political 
organizations and trade unions . by Signing an. agree- . 
ment' with him to avoid violence •. This served'them 
as another reason to adVise the working class to 
refrain . f,rom rising in armed resistance to the' 
fascist hordes, while the fascists promptly ignored 
the' pact and continued terrorizing one town after 
another. . • 

It might be worth while to take a brief look at' 
the experience of German 'social-de1l1ocracy and its· 
role in facUitating the rise to power' of Hitler. 

. What was the real reason that b'1ey had not United 
with the communists ~o fight against Hitler's take
over? 

The German social-democratic leaders~ in face of 
'the crisis that was building up in Gern1ffity and the 

. rise of communist strength, were more concemed with 
avoiding revoluti6n· and b'1e maSs, risIng of the work
ing class in struggle then with fighting the, fas
cists. The German, socIal-democratic leaders wished 
to keep their opposition to fascism well within the 
bounds of bourgeois politics and bourgeois maneuver-
ing. . , 

Thus the German socIal-democratic leaders refused 
united front proposals that were made by the German 
commLmists at variouS crucial 'moments. For. example, 
the German communists had been willIng to throw 
themselves into battle against the illegal ac~ion of 
the reactionary 'German government (not yet the Hit
ler government) in July 1932 of removing' the Social
Democratic government of Prussia, the must, powerful 
province of Germany, ' but the social-democrats pre
ferred n,ot to . raise the'. working class in struggle 
and instead went through various futile' legal maneu ... 
verso The German communists also proposed, after
Hitler.'s rise to power at the beginning of 1933. to \ 
organize joint action with the social-democrats, 
such as a general strike, but the social-democrats· 
still refused, preferring to believe that Hitler 
would ,have to rule constitutionally. • . 

Thus, conlider the attitude to the Nazis of 
Severing, a major Social-Democratic leader, who as 
Prussian Minister. of the Interior (1. e. police
bwef) had been involved in shooting down communist 
May Day demonstrations. in 1929 and in banning. tl'te 
Red Front fighters League.' In .mid-1932 he stated 

that '''The Social Democratic Party, 00 less than the 
Catholic Party, is strongly inclined to see Herr 
Hitler's Nazis share the' Government responsibility. n 

,(Cited in Dutt's Fascism and SocIal Revolution. p • 
149) What an anti-fascist strategy!' The social- ' 
democrats believed they could t~une' Hitler by having 
him .take power as part of a coalition, before he had 
~. majQrity. • 

. \\'hen Hitler cam~ to power on Jan. 30, 1933 the. 
social-democratic leaders Continued this line. They 
declared that Hitler had come to power in aeoilsti
tutlonal fashion, and hence he would have' to rule 
thfit way. . Therefore the working class shouldn't 
rise up to fight him, but should preserve all the 
necessary lega1itl~. 

Variohs leaders {of the social-democratic . party 
and trade unions tried to reach an' accomodation with' 
Hitler. Thus, just before the· dissolution of the 
soclal-dernocratic trade unions, their leader Letpart 
wrote to Hitler,' begging him to come to an agree-
ment, stating: . ,I 
. "The social tasks facing ,the trade unions 

must be carried out, no matter what the govern
ment regime may be ••• they are prepared to 
collaborate with the employer's organizations 
~.. recognize' government control.. ••• They 
offer help to the government and parliament 
[i.e. the Hitler-controlled Reichstag] with 
their knowledge and experience." (Cited in 
1933· in Fritz HeqJcert's article "Why Hitier in 
Germany?" in the C.I. Journal, vol.l0 #10) 

The political leaders of· the German Social-Demo-
. cratic Party weren't any better. Well ,after the 

Hitler terror had begun, on May 17, 1933, the par.;. 
liamentary group' of the Gennan social-democr.ats 
joined in 'a unanimous acclamation of Hitler (the 
'Communist Party had already been expelled from the 
Reichstag) and voted. for the government resolution. 

I (Dutt, p. 150) And Wels, leader of the German 
. Social:-:Democratlc Patty, spoke ,In the Reichstag, 

just prIor ·to th~ disSolution of his party, pro-
claiming . th~t: . 

'''The social-democrats, are . those who helped 
to promote Hitler to his present position. • •• 
The soCial-democrats fully subscribe to the 
program of foreign policy outlined by Hitler In 
his declarations. n (Cited by Heckert, ~. cit.) 

Indeed, Wels had ,even resigned from the executive 
, of . the . Second 1 International in protest against 
"atrocity storie!!" against Hitler. Of course, this 
hardly meant that the Second International was seri
ously mobilizing against Hitlerism. " 

With the leadership of the German social-demo
crats firmly in the hands of such advocates .of 
conciliation of HItler, it can be seen why no united 
front came into· existence between the communists and 
social-democrats to fight Hitler. It can also be 
.imagitied what kind of concesslon would have been 
necessary to achieve a united front. The social:
democratic leadership regarded a ,united front not as 



, . 

, a way to fight Hitler ~ but simplY as a way to stop 
ct'iticism ·of themselves, and this was the only type 

) of united fro~t they were wIlling to a~t. 
... Asa result! of the atte:npt of variOUS German 
sOCial-democratic leaders, to come to terms with 
Hitler, another section of social-democratic leaders 
separated from them. 'They were forced underground 
or Into exile by the Hitlerite repression. But they 
adyocatedopposltion to Hitler in the social-demo
cratic fashion, and they still obst;ructed the devel-

. opment of the anti-fasCist, struggle. The gulf be
tween thesocial-democratlc .leaders and tl'1e social
democratic workers at the base was wider than ever. 

'It can be seen that the 'fate of German soclal
democracy w;asremarkably clOOi to the later fate of 
French soclal-democracy •. The· new line of Dimitrov 
had made little difference. Ip both cases the 
social-demoeraUc parties went into. crisis, with. one 
section ,of leaders going over to fascism or to 
frenzied attempts at reaching accomod'ation with 
fascism. In both cases another section of leaders 
had to reorganize' the party. 

Thus the basis' of Dimitrov's tactics, that 
sociai-democracy . had changed its nature,· was· a 

. i fraud. Just as· before, social-democracy acted to. 
. subvert the working class struggle and subordinate 
the working masses to the bourgeoisie. 

The Bolsheviks In -the FJPt AgaInst 
the Kornllcw Revolt 

'The newIlne of the Seventh Congress' flew direct
ly'in the face .of LenInism. pimitroy did h~s b~t 
to create the impression that the communist movement 
had no experience 'of struggle against reaction - at 
least, not succes¢hl e;perience - and so neW tac
tics were needed. Iri fact, such experience did 
exist. There was $e experience of the long strug,.. 
gle of.· the Bolsheviks against the dictatorial regime 
of the tsars. And as well, the Bolsheviks also had 
experIence of th~ struggle against a reactionary 
coup aimed at abourgeois-democratic state. And it 
is particularly this latter experience of . the fight 
agalns~ the Kornilov revolt, which it will be quite 
worthwhile to go into at this point, for it refutes 
one after another of the theses put forward by 
Dimitrov.·· . . 

First, let us recall what the KordlIov revolt 
was. Kornilov was a reactionary tsarist general, 
retaIned by the' Provisional Governmen~ after the 
Feb. revolution of 1917 that ov.erthrew the tsar.' 
'The Kornllov revolt took place between . the February 
and October revolutIons,. during the period of the 
bourgeois-democratic Kerensky regime. . 

~<erensky himself, .on behalf of the reformists 
supporting the bourgeois Provisional Government, at 
first. welcomed the Kornilov' plot' for ~ military 

'dictatorship and encouraged it. At' the last move-
meht, however, he vacillated again and· opposed the 
Kornilov plot. ' 
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The Bolsheviks made use of the fight against 
Kornilov to invigorate the revolufionaty movement. 
The defense of Petrograd against Kornilov brought 
forth a mass upsurge of the working clas!S,; , The 
Bolsheviks did not Ignore the difference between the 
reformists and the Kornllovites alb'1ough· they knew 
that ~<erensky had conspIred with Kornilov, nor did 

. they surrender to illusions In Kerensky. They did 
not' shrug their shoulders at Kornilov and take a 
passive stand, nor did they abandon their course-for 
a socia,lis~ revolUtion. . ' 
. Since the struggle against the Kdrnilov rev.olt 
provides' a good example of' the Bolshevik attitude to 
i1tany of the i questions confused by DfmitroY and the 
Seventh CongreSs, it will be worthwhile to examine a 
somewhat lengthy quotation from Lenin on -the strug
gle against Kornilov. It is not being suggested 
that this will prov.ide a stereotyped pattern that 
answers all the' questions of the struggle against 
fascism under aU conditions. But 't does provide 
an example of how Lenini.st tactics work out in one 
concrete situation, shows variOUs complelCities that 
can arise, and refutes many of Dimitrov's opportun-
ist dogmas. 4 " 

Lenin, discussing the Komilov revolt, wrote the 
follo~ving in his letter. ''To the Central Committee of 
the R.S.D.L.P.": I 

"The Kornllov revolt is a most unexpected 
(unexpected' at such a moment and In such a 
form) and dOwnright unbelievably sharp tum' in 
events. 

"Like every sharp turn, it calls for a revi
sion and change of tactics. And as with ,every 
revision, we must be extra-cautious ndlt to 
become unprincipled. 

"It is my conviction that those' who become 
unprincipled are. people who ••• . slide into 

, defencism or •.. into a bloc with the S.R.s 
-[Kerensky -w;as an S.R.], into suppoiting'the 
Provisional Governlnent. Their attitude is 

. absolutely wrong and unprinCipled. : •• 
. "Even \DOW we must' not support Kerensky's 

government. '. 1bis Is unprincipled. We may ·be 
asked:' aren't we going to fight against Kornl
lov? Of course we must!' But this is not the 
same· thbg;, there is a dividing line here, 

\ . 
which is being stepped over by same Bolsheviks 
who fall into ~mpromise and allow themselves 

, to I be carr.Ied away by the course of events. 
"We shall fight, we are fighting against 

Kornllov, just as Kerensky's troops do, but we 
do not support Kerensky. On the contrary, we 

. expose his weakness. There is the difference. 
,It is rather a subtle, difference, but it is 
. highly essential and must not be forgotten. . 

"What, then, constitutes our change of tac
tics after the Kornilov revolt? 

"We are changing the form of our struggle 
against Kerensl~. Without In the least relax
ing lour hostility towards him, without taking . 

-------------------------------_ ..•. _. ---_._- -----_._ ... -.. __ .. _----
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'·back a single"word----said against him, without 
,"jtenouncing the task of overthrowing him, we say 

',. ,: ·that we must take Into account the present, 
'··'Situation. We shall not overthrow Kerensky 

'. right now. We shall approach the task of 
"". fighting against him In a different way, name
",' ly, we shall point out to the people (who are 
",' ;.' fighting against Kornilov) Kerensky's weakness 

" . and vacillation. ,That has been done iri the 
past as welL Now, however, it has become the 

'''<all-ImpOrtant thing and this constitutes the 
.·'change. '. 

.,~c ;'. '%e change, further, is that. the all-impor
tant thing now has become the intensification 
of our campaign for some kind of i'partial de
mands' to be presented to Keregsky: arrest 
Milyukov,arm the Petrograd wor!cers, summon the 
Kronstadt, Vyborg and Helsingfors troops to 
Petrograd, dissolve the Duma, arrest Rodzyanko, 
legalize' the transfer of, the landed estat~s to 
the peasants, introduce workers' control over 

. 'grain and factOries, etc., etc. We must pre
.. ~. sent these demands not only to Kerensky, and 
''DOt so much to Ketensky, as to the workers, 

soldiers and I?easantswho have been carried 
,caway by the 'course of the struggle against 

~> ":Kornilov. We must keep up their enthusiasm, ••• 
iThe 'Left' S.R.s· must be especially urged ()n in 

',' ',this direction. 
"It would be wrong to think that we have 

moved farther away from the task of the prole
tariat winning power. No. We have come very 
close to it, not 'directly, but from the side. 
At the ,moment we must campaign not so much 

... 'directly against Kerensky, as indirectly. 
,agaiIlSthirn, namely, by demanding a more and 
,more active, truly revolutionary war against 
·,Kornilov. . The development of this war" alone 
"can l~d 115 to power,. but we must spe8k. of this 
-as little as possible in our propaganda (remern~' 

,c bering very well that even tomorrow events rna 
put power into our hands, and then we shall not 
relinquIsh it). ... We muSt relentlessly fight 
against phrases about the defeIJOO of the cou~ 

! try, about a united front of revolutionary 
democrats, about supporting the Provisional' 
Government, etc., etc., . since they are just 

. empty phrases. We must say: now is the time 
for action; you S.R. and Menshevik gentlemen 

, /'. 'hav~ long sfnce worn those phrases threadbare~ 
·.~',j'Col1ected Works, vol. 25, pp. 285-9, emphasis 

; /T"as in the original.) 
The Kornilov revolt,' just as the fascist offen

si.ve in various countries, necessitated a temporary 
change of tactics. The example of Bolshevik tactics, 
shows how, flexible tactics are combined with the 
d,etermined upholding of the' revolutionary struggle. 
.' First of all, we see that. the struggle against 

!:he reactionary Kornilov . caused a change in the tone 
and form of agitation against Kerensl<y. The Bolshe-r 

vikscould not simply go ahead with the former way 
of exposing Kerensky. They had to concentrate at
tention on the struggle to beat back the Kornilov 
plot. 

But this did not mean abandoning the content of 
the: criticism of Kerensky. Not. only did Lenin 
stress that not a single word of criticism of Keren
sky should be renoilnced, but the task was to press 
home to the masses Kerensky's complete incapacity to 
deal with the Kornilov plot. 

In this regard, we see an example of the falsity 
of Dimitrov's propaganda that a fascist threat means 
that the immediate issue is bourgeois democracy or 

. fascism, and that the socialist revolution must be 
put aside. The issue was not supporting Kerensky or 
the Provisional Government, but mobilizing the 
masses against the Kornilov threat •. Lenin did not 
call for reVising the attitude to the Provisional 
Government on, the grounds that it was better than 
Kornilov, but for using the. struggle against KornF 
lov to push forward the revolutionary ITIQvement. . It 
was precisely the mass mobilization, not the Kere~ 
sky government, that vias the real barrier to Korni
lov. And the intensification of the struggle 

I against Kornilov would lead to an upsurge of the 
revolution and exposure of. the hollowness of Keren
sky and the opportunists •. 

, Lenin points out that, In the particular circum-
, stances around the Kornilov revolt, it was not cor

rect to agitate on the relationship between the 
fighting' Kornllov and the coming Bolshevik assump
tion of power:. But, nevertheless, it was essential 
to maintain the strategy leading to the socialist 
revolution, and in fact ttte struggle against Korni
lov was bringing Russia even cIo~er to socialist 
revolution.' / 

This is' particularly Significant as the revolu
tionary process never proceeds in a straight line • 
• .0\8 the revolution mounts,' so does the counterrevolu
tionary' frenzy of the bourgeoisie, and its seeks for 
such saviors as military dictators, faSCists, and so 
forth. If one has to wait for a "pure" revolution, 
which proceeds nicely after the stage of pure bour-. 
geois democracy has been reached and' all possible 
threats from the right to bourgeois democracy have 
been' defeated, then such a revolution will never 
come. There was Kornilov in RUSSia, the Kapp putsch 
in Germany, the rise of, the fascists in Italy, and 
so on and so forth. The Kornilov phenomenon, which 

'at first sight looks so particular to Russia and to 
the Russia of a particular time and circums~;mces at 
that" actually is a rather general phenomenon, 
which has regularly come up in times of revolu-

'tionary crisis. 
There are other issues too that ar.e clarified by 

Lenin's views.' He is particularly contemptuous of 
the empty phrases which flowed from the opportunists 
in such. abundance: Instead of ( actual fighting 
J(ornilov, the Mensheviks and other opportunists used 
the occasion to feed the people on verbal flourlsh-



es. How this remhlds one of the empty p~ which 
Dimitrov and company wanted to use as the basis of· 
united front politics with the social-democrats. 
How it reminds one of Thorez; praising the liberal 
politician Rucart for, fancy phrases about the loyal
ty of the French armed fot:eeS to democracy when in . 
fact the army, and the republican 'hstitutions in . 
general, V(ere honeycombed with reactionaries. Revo
lutionary com .nunIst policy· . Is to teach the people to 
distrust fancy phrases and to look at what is 
actually being done in the . world. 

And· the fight against Kornilov shows the need to 
get rid of petrified or rigid tactics. It was only· 
by adjusting immedi.ately to the burning.: political. 
task of· the moment - the fight against Koli1ilov --

, and 'by knowing· how to adjust tr'1e various fronts of 
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work in light of this task that the Bolsheviks were· 
able to push forwarq the revolutionary movement.· 

Thus, on one front after another, the struggle 
against Kornilov provides a refutation of Dimitrov's 
theses: it shows that the issue isn't choosing 
between the existing bourgeoIs-democratlc state and 
the fascist threat, but' developing the revolutionary 
movement against the fascists; that; the work for the 
socialist revolution cannot be set aSide; that the ) 
struggle against social-democracy has to . continue' 
just as. <vigorously as ever, but· with different. 
forms; that deeds, not fancy words, are what count; 
and tha.t the revolutionary Leninist p~inciples fully 
apply to the fight agaInst reactIonary or fascist 
coups. <> 

=============================;:::==================,=============================;:::r;z , ! ' I . 

AGAINST THE TROTSKY.TE CRITIQUE OF THE SEVENTH CONGRES,S 

"today the pro-Soviet reVisionists,. the pro-Chi
nese revisionists and the TrotskyiteS are all liqui
dators. They dress up liberal-labor and reformist 
politics In communist colors. They oppose the 
building of the -Independent movement of the worklrig 
class and instead try to hitch the' revolutionary 
movement to the left-wing of the-,Democratic Party 
and to the labor bureaucrats. They differ among 
themselves on detailS and on which liberal politi
cians or labor bureaucrats to work with, but they 
share a common overall platform of vulgar liquida-
tionism. , 

One of the favorite methods of the liquidators is 
to Justify trailing behind the liberal Democrats or 
the labor bureaucrats with united front rhetoric. 
Some of the liquidators rely on wrong traditions 
from the Seventh Congress of the CI. 

But there are also those liqUidators who oppose 
the Seventh Congress while in fact ,implementing a 
sImilar line. The Trotskyites are an example of 
such \ liquidators. Trotskyism is utterly social-

'democratic and Menshevik 'in nattn'e, and the American 
Trotskyites ,are among the most servile follower's' of 
the -left-wing of the Democrati~ Party and of the 
labor bureaucracy. B'ut they try to cover their 
treachery by phrasemongering, including their denun
ciation of "popular fronts" attdof the Sevenb'1 World 
Congress 'of the CI. ' ,"-

In fact, ,the, Trotskyite, theses actually agree 
with the Seventh Congress on such a fundamental 
point as support for social-democracy. Of course, 
by the time the Seventh Congress was held, the 

'Trotskyites had the mud-slinging -tactics' of simply 
saying the opposite of everything the CI said~ but 
the baslc agreement of the stands of Trotskyism and 
tpe Seventh Congress on the. role of soCial-democra
cy, for example, is clear., 

The anti-Leninist Trotskyite starids on questions 
related to the Seventh Congress can, be divided 
roughly into four parts. 

1. There are, those ,stands where the Tr.otskyites 
agree with the' Seventh Congress, despite all their 
cursing of this congress. 

2. There are those stands where the Trotskyites 
disagree with the CI both before and after the 
Seventh Congress. This includes the question of ' 
partial dei.na~ds, the struggle against fascism, na-
tional .liperation movements, etc. ' 

3. There are those hypoctitical stands of the 
Trotskyites which have nothing ,to' ·do . with their' 
liquidationist practice, such as their' alleged oppo
sition to unity with the bourgeois liberals. 

4. 'The Trotskyites mark their hatred for the CI 
from the- 7th Cong~ess, but this is just a pretext 
since they st1ll1:ed their _war on the CIseveral years 
earlier. ' 

Let us briefly examine these points •. 

o,t common stands of TroI:sk,yJsm 
and the Sevemh Coogress 

First of all, the most basic stand underlying the 
Seventh Congress was its reversal of the previous 
Leninist position of the CIon relentless struggle 

, against ,soqlal-democracy. The Seventh CL prettified 
social-democracy, held that it. would fight. militant
ly against fascism and for the immediate demands of 
the working class,and that the struggle against 
fascism should be conduct.ed in such. a way as to', 
ensure unity with them. 
. This 'stand towards soclal-democracy, is completely' 
in . accord ~lth the basic stand of Trotskyism. ,Trot
sky had cursed the CI bitterly for its struggle 
against social':'democracy in the years prior to the 
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maximum demands,. and as essentially obsolete in the 
present era and replaces them with radical-sounding 
phrases about "transitional demands" and'a "transi
tional program". In( this way he confused both the 
iss~e of partial demands • and of transitional de
mands, an issu~ explained well, by b'1e way, at the 
Sixth Congress of the CIa . 

Seventh Congress. Turning truth on its head, he' 
denounced . the German communists as respOnsible for 
the split \.t\ the working class movement in Germany 
that paralyzed the working class and prevented ef-
fective resistanqe to Hitler's takeover. He had to 
admit that the social-democratic leaders were on 
their knees before fascism and the bourgeoiSie, but 
he tried to.shrug this off, claiming that the perse
cution which fascism will let fall .on the socia,l
"democratic parties and Jeaders would make them 
fight~ This argument is, of course, exactly iq line' 
with Diniitrov's yiew that the rising danger of fas
cism dlanged the nature of' social-democracy. And it 
has nothing to do with the actual practice of 
social-democracy. . . 

It , should .be noted that Trotsky historically 
opposed the struggle of Lenin and the Bolsheviks 
against opportunism and denounced Lenin in the most' 
bitter terms for his alleged splitting and faction
alist activities. Later he cursed the CI in' the 
S8J'lle way, this time concentrating on the CI's strug-: 

, _ Trotsky's denigra.tion of· partial demands and 
immediate struggles went against the CI view of 
utilizing these struggles. It showed he had no idea 
of what actually copstituted reformism. At the same 
time, Trotsky would then rehabilitate the same de
jnands that he had cursed as mere minimum demands by 

~ finding a way to christen them as transitional de
"mands. In this way and others he would find a way 

to support the particular campaigns of the social
democratic I parties who allegedly, despIte their 
reformist mentality, were putting forward transi
tional demands that were revolutionary in ·essence. 

Trotskyism's confusion on partial demands in 
general was paralleled by its confusion on the qU'es
tion of the struggl~ for democratic rights and the· 
struggle against fascism. The Trotskyites as well 
have many problems dealing with the national libera
tion movements and the democratic revolutions of the 

gle against social-democracy. . 
. As· well, . the Seventh Congress denigrated party-· 

builging. It should be noted that Trotskyism is, 
also noted for its anti-party ·views and prac;tices. 
From the start, Trotsky cursed the Leninist princi
ples of party-building as creating a "barracks r,y
gime". The formless and undisciplif\ed nature lof 
Trotskyism is one of the reasons why it can never 
offer any serious opposition to -the bourgeoisie but 
. can only trail after what is fashionable. 

The Seventh Congress and Trotsky differed on 
exactly how they conceived party .organization •. 
Trotskyism always longed after the social-democratic 
model, wl1ereas' the Seventh Congress, despite intro;
ducing liquidationist elements into the communist 
movement, wished to retain a certain solidity. ,But 
it was moving in the direction of the social-derrio
cratic party, as', th~ plan for the united. parties 
with social-democracy shows, and in so f!:\I' as. it did 
this it was narrowing the gap with the Trotskyi~~ 
conception • . . 

, Trotskyite. Stands Which DIffered from Thole of the 
a Both Befme and Mter' the Seventh Coogress 

Trotskyism is an utterly allti-Leninist trend. 
Although the various Trotskyite groups, and the 
writings of Trotsky himself for that matter', are 
marked by their inconsistency and hodgepodge of 
views, there are certain basic anti-Leninist fea- , 
tures. And various. of these features differed' from 
both t.;e Leninist stands of the CI before the Sev
enth Co~ and. the particular erroneouS stands of 
the CI after the Seventh Congress, as they comprised 
particular pet anti-Leninist stands of Trotsky. 

For example, Trotsky made a hash of the Marxist
Leninist teachings, on the struggle for 'partial de
mandsand .the minimum program. He attacks "mirumum . 
demands" as reformist, as lacking a bridge to the 

~dependent nations. In their recent practice, \ they 
sometimes negate these struggles directly with left 
phrl3Semongering, while at other times they glorify 
various 'bourgeois nationalist or even outright reac
tioIjary regimes as playing a good role. 

Trotskyite Hypocrisy to _ ~ Their 
Liqnidationlsm 

One of the basic features of Trotsky's political 
practice .and of Trotskyism' in general is the' over
abundant use of left phrasemongering to cover up 
capitulation to the bourgeoisie or anti-communism. 

For example, the Trotskyites curse "popular 
frontism" and the Seventh Congress for making con
cessions to. the liberal bourgeoisie.- But the exam-

. ination of the .actual practice today of the Trot
skyite groups shows that they are themselves on 
theIr knees before the liberal bourgeoisie. Some go 
out of their 'way to invite liberal politicians to 
demonstrations and most all of them kowtow to the 
labor bureaucrats as their way of building a "labor 
party" (an example of which can be seen in the 
nber~ bourgeois British Labor Party, which almost 
all Trotskyites buzz around in awe). An interesting 
example of Trotskyite treachery was the Spartacists, 
who think nothing of disrupting demonstrations be
cause they are not pure,. giving the call to protect 
the Democratic Party convention of 1984 from alleged 
right-wing . threats. . 

'This present stand of the Trotskyites is rio acci-
. dent. It was true before too. Since the Trot-
skyites are advocates of unity with social-democracy 
and modeled themselves on social-democra.tic lines, 
~1.e~ can not in real~ty separate themselves from the 



practice of the social-democratic· parties, which is 
unity with the liberal bourgeoisie. Only by fight., 
ing against social-democracy can one free oneself 
from dependence from the liberals, and the Trot.,' 
skyites were extremely hostile to such a struggle 
against social-democracy and used to denounce the CI 
up and down for it. 

( The Trotayftes Used tbe Seventh CoiJgre$S \ 
A1s a Pret~ 

'\Jrthodox" Trotskyism dates· its total conaernna- .. 
t~on' of the CI from the Seventh Congres.~ . But this 
was just la pretext. . In fact, the Trotskyites had 
been waging all-out war on the CI for several years. 
Already several years earlier they had adopted the 
slogan of working for a "political revolution" in 
the SovIet Union, i.e. of working to overthrow the 
government in the USSR. Only Trotskyite phrase." 
mongers could maintain. that they were loyal to the 
CI at the same' trine as they were working for a 
''political revolution" in the' USSR against the CPSU 
and as' they i engaged in wrecking activity against· the 
other sections of the CI as well. . 

The Trotskyites had, in fact, already 'lost the 
struggle' in the communist partIes several, years. 

·, 
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earlier. They then turned to the' tactic o( working _ 
inSide the social-democratic parties, as I Trotsky 
imitated his early political career when he often 
worked with 'the Mensheviks· and anti-party Iiq'Jida
Lors and denounced Lenin. . Only now he worked with 
the sold-out social-democrats and shouted himself 
hoarse against "Stalinism",; 

By the mid-1930s this Trotskyite str~l:egy had rnet 
fiasco ~s well. The social-demoeratic parties' were 
expelling the· Trotskyites. In order to pilt, a good 
cover, on this business; Trotsky used 1;:le pretext of 
his opposition to the Seventh Cong,ess to start .the 
process of bringing out the Trotskyite "Fout Inter
national" into the open. , Far from' Ii prinCipled 
oPPoSiti9n to the new turn in the international 
cominunist movement,' Trotsky was si.nply engaging In 
his practice of cursing whatever the com mUftist 1110V~ 
ment said. . 

F:inalIYi we reproduce below the resolution de-' 
nounclI1& Trotskyis!~ from the Second Congress of our 
Party. . (It firs~ appeared. in the collection of 
documents frain the Second Congress printed·. in The 
Workers' Advocate for lan. 1, 1.984.)' This resolu
tion giVes a brief, overall' picture of TrotskyIte 
opportunism. <> 

====================~====================================================-==~.== 

From the ResolUtions of'the Second Congress of the MLPJUSA 
AGAINST mOfSKYISM 

'. Trotskyism 'is another of the OPportunist Jntema
tional trends working to undermine the .revolutionary 
working class. movement. Tqe Trotskyttes, both 
internationally and domestically, and often within a 
'given Trotskyite group,are divided up into many 
different varieties and shades. They make up' a 
hodgepodge of opportunist groupings' influenced' by 
social-democracy, reViSionism, and every sort of 
petty-bourgeois and pourgeois political trend. One 

, thing which they all hold ip. "co rn mOll; howevef, ls 
that they all call themselves followers of Leon 
Trotsky. So to understand the natur:e of contempora
ry Tr.otskyism it is useful to refer to the' ideologi
cal and political characteristics of this notorious 
renegade from communism~ . . 

an alleged expression of "flictionalism, i, a~d ~hile 
~e regarded himself as alleg~dly being &pove fac
tions, . actually Trotsky vacillated wildly between 

.' factions as he adopted all. essentially 'Menshevik 
stand. 1-Ie. repeatadly joined on the side of the 
Mensheviks' and liquidators . againSt tlie Bolsheviks. 

Trotsky. ,didn't join the Bolshevik Party'" until the 
summer Of 1917, the eve .or the October SoCialise 
Rev.olution. But even inside the BolsheViks' ranks 
he 'was in continual· conflict with Lenin and his 
Bolshevll~ ·'Une. . J-Jebecame a leader of the· antl-
Leninist "OPposition. ,,- '. 

After Lenin's death .Trotsky posed as a great 
LeninIst. Now,' instead of direci:ly cursirig LenIn
ism, as' he had dorie· for the' two decades prevlOllS, be 
cursed "Stalinism" in order to continue hIs crlisade 

. against everything that Leninism stands for. ,TtQt
sky became one of the bitterest enemies of the 
CommunIst International' 'and degenerated to the 

., depths of organizing counter~revolutionary subver-

- From the early days of his political career, 
a moSt important feature of Trotsky's stand was that 

Ihe cursed Leninism and BolsheVism. In 1903 .the . 
Matxist party of the RUSSian worIdng class became 
divided between its revolutionary Marxist wing known 
as the Bolsht?viks. and led by Lenin, ~d its reform
ist ~nd OPportunist wing known as the Mensheviks. 
From that time on TrQtsky was bitterly' hostile to 
Lenin and the Bolsheviks and raved, against Lenin as 
the leader of the "reactionary wing" of the party. 
While he' rebUked the. struggle against opportunis:n as 

sion against SOcialism and the dictatorsnip of the / 
proletariat!n the USSR~ 

,** His repeated denunciations of the Leninist: 
struggle against opportunism were a yellow' thread 
running thro"ugh Trotsky's infamous poUticaI career. 

, .. Trotsky, played . the role of . a shield for the Mensfl&. 

I I 
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vIks and other oppOrtunists and he. periodically. made 
common "cause with them against the revolutionary 
Lenh$ts. It was rtOtsky. who tried to put together. 
the ill-famed "August bloeu.of all the liquidators 
to fight the Bolsheviks. And . later Trotsky c,¥,sed . 
the fight waged by the Communist International 

,against the treachery of soclal-democracy. 
--.. A pw:ticular hallmark of Trotsky's anti

Leninist and opportuni~t stands was that .he covered 
them in highfalutin . phraseology. He was a master of . 
"revolutionary" phrases that cost him nothing. Un
der this "revolutionary" verbiage Trotsky pursued 
his acmmmodation with the reformist social-demo
crats and his struggle against the revolutionary 
Marxlst-Leninists. . I .•. 

... Trotsky held" speCial" 'hatred for Lenin's prin
ciples concerning the rote and- nature of the prole-' 
tarian party. He fought the Leninist concepts of 
democratic centralism, C?f building a. proleta~ian 

~ party with the iron discipline and single will that 
is requIred for the class war against the bOUrgeoi-' 
sie. Trotsky called Lenin's Bolshevik system of 
organization a "barracks regime" 'arid a "dictator
ship" over the intellectuals 'by the workex:s. He 
abhorred proletarian discipline and espoused an' 
aristocratic petty;-bourgeois individ}lalism. Trotsky' 
advocated the typically social-democratic concepts 
of the party as a lOOSe and am'orphous grouping bf 
divergent factions and trends. . 

Trotsky's theories on the 'revolutiop were anti-
Leninist through and, t~ough. . 
." Under the signboard of "permanent revol!<1-

tion," Trotsky turned the Marxist concept of the 
uninterrupted nature of the revolution, and- the 
growIng over of the der,nocratic revolution into. the 
socialist revolution, J.nto what Lenin called an 
"absurdity." Trotsky's "permanent revolutiQn" meant' 
skipping over the democratic revolution under condi
tions where 'it was a 'hIstorical necessity, such as 
in tsarist Russia. He-considered the peasantry to 
be one reaCtionary mass and,. like all Mensheviks, he 
rejected the idea of the proletariat becoming the 
leader of the peasant masses in the democratic revo
lution. 

... Connected' to this was Trotsky's hostility 
towards the national Uberation' struggles and I demo
cratic revolutions among . the oppressed peoples under 
the yoke of imperialism. In partIcular, Trotsky 
theorized against the· Leninist :program of' the prole
tariat becoming the champion and, leader 'of the lib
eration movement of the oppr~ peoples. 

... Trotsky rejected Lenin's theory, of the uneven 
development of ImperialisPl and th~ possibility of 
bt.Jilding socialislI). in one {or several) countries'. 
He theoriied that it was not, possible to build 
socialism In one (or several) countrIes without 
simultaneous socialist revolutions throughout Eu
rope. From the outset 1").e combatted Lenin's prograIIl' 
for building. socialism in the USSR arid preached 
,defeatism. .., - .... ,'i;/ ' .• 4 I 

... Trotsky made a mockery of the Marxist-Lenin
ist teachings on the struggles for partial demands. 
On the one hand, Trotsky made use of radical-oound
iog phrases to belittle the importance to the revo
lutionary movement of the workers' struggles for 
partial demands and' to denounce these struggles as 
alleged manifestations of reformism. '00 the other 
hand, Trotsky took up all thereformis't utopias 
advocated, by the. socIal-democrats for patching up 
capitalism. He painted up these run-of-the-mill 

'reformist schemes as being allegedly incompatible 
· witll, capitalist rule, and in other flaming "revolu

tionary" I colors. This was the content of Trotsky's 
,anti-Leninist distortions of the concept of the 

transitional program. 
** ' Trotsky put forward a number of other con

fused and contradictory theories. He vacillated to 
the' righta'nd to the left and snatched bits and 
pieces of ideas from different, and even warring 
trends. The /.mderlylng consistency 111 Trotsky's 
theorizing was its Menshevik and Social-democratic 
essence and its hostility towards Marxist-Leninist 
communism. 

. anemporary Trotskyism bas many var:fatbIs and 
.sub trends. Some Trotsk.Yite groupings still. sub
scrIbe to many of Tro~'s particular anti-Leninist 
theories. Others have drop,ped a number. of Trotsky's 
absurdities as unneeded .baggage. All the Trotskyite 
groupings are characterized by their rack of ideol- . 
ogiCaI coherence; by their mimicking or whatever is 
fashionable; and by their habit of attachihg them
selVes withiIttl1e general ideological and political 
orbit of the_ stronger' social-reformist trends -
social-democracy and revisionism. 

, So~e of the other features df contemporary Trot.:-· 
'skyism include: 

.... The Trotskyit~s are totally liquidationlst. 
They abhor the very idea of building, a solid 
Marxist-LenInist vanguard party' of the working 
class. Their. concept of the proletarian party, if 
l:.'1ey have any such concept, is· something of a debat
ing society made up of a broad and loose federation 

. of, ~ctions. pespite. the' revolutionary phrase-
· mongering of some, the Trotskyites trail helplessly 
· after the labor bureaucrats and other opportunist 

. forces of bourgeoIs influence on the working class. ' 
... Irt the past, when the So;viet Union was still 

a bastion of socihlism~ the Trotskyites were among 
'the most' rabid enemies of the socialist system being 

constructed in the USSR. They cursed the first' land 
of the dictatorship of the proletariat as a "degen
. erated workers' state. II But now, with tt'1e restora": 
tion of capitalism and the emergence of" soclal
imperialism in. the Soviet Union, their term. "degen
erated workers' state" has become a term of endear
.ment. Most Trotskyites have become big apologists 
of· Soviet revisionIs:n, just as they merge with all 

. revisionism generally. 
.. The Trotskyites oppose· the national libera;-




